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'With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For
Vol. XI.

ROY, MORA COUNTY; NEW MEXICO.

Good Roads Meet Our Congressman
A

number of enthusiasts for

the Good Roads movement, who
appreciate the benefit to be derived from encouraging the automobile traffic from East to West
to pass thru Roy rather than
it to be detoured around us
as is done at present, met at the
I. O. 0. F. Hall Saturday'evening
to launch an oganization for the
promotion of a good road from
Tucumcari to the top of the mesa
near Mosquero to connect with
our natural good roads to Springer to connect with the Scenic
Highway via Roy, Solano, Mills
and Taylor Springs.
It is a recognized fact that the
chief need of this road is abridge
over Red River this side of Tucumcari and a small amount of
road work in places along the
route. It is a picturesque trip
to the top of the
near
Mosquero and then the natural
good roads will cross 60 miles of
the most beautiful and fertile
prairie in all New Mexico at an
elevation of a mile aboye s.ea level
with side trips to the canyons
furnishing scenery as sublime as
can be found in the mountains.
The plan is entirely feasable
and should be carried out. Officers
were "elected as follows
Pres.,
W. H. Willcox, Sec'y. and Treas.
Wm. G. Johnson. The officers
were instructed to get in com
muñication with other Good
Roads Boosters at once and call
meetings whenever necessary to
promote the good work,
alt-lo-

rim-roc-

k

--

'
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Mrs. C. E. Anderson received
word from her son, Guy, in Indiana that his wife, Ardinee Anderson passed away at 7.30 Sunday,
May 10, of Tuberculosis at the
home of her mother where they
have been since Mrs. Anderson
returned to La Porte after visiting Mr. Anderson's parents here
for over four months about a
year ago, she will be remembered
by many of the friends she made
while here.

Congressman Fergusson
Is
dealing with the homestead question for New Mexico, Arizona and
the other semi-ari- d
states in a
broad and statesmanlike manner
No measure relating to the disposal of the semi-aripublic
lands, so comprehesive
and
efficient, and so much in the interests of homeseekers and home
makers, has ever been pressed
upon the attention of Congress
as does the bill which Mr. Fer
gusson is now pushing in the
d

house.

'

Mr, Fergusson is bending every
energy to secur(e the passage of
this measure and give the
homesteader a chance to
stock-raisin-

g

live.

This is emphatically the homesteader's fight. It is his battle
and his interests. In Mr. Fergusson the homesteader has a
representative in Congress fighting hard or this measure, a representative who should have
your support in every way that
p can' be given. Tucumcari
News.

o
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Kansas Club Meet

S S Convention

The Kansas Club met with
The Eastern Mora County Sun
day School Association will hold M'mes, T. M, Ogden and Geo.
y
Con- Lucas at their home on the claim
its regular
vention with the Mount Olive eight miles east of Roy last SatSchool, ten miles north of Roy, urday. Some of the guests arMay 31st. The program has not rived on the scene before the
yet been arranged but will be hostesses had breakfasted and
published later., The following the rest arrived later. We are
questions will be discussed at credibly informed that eight
this convention and workers are women and a few children deurged to give seriour though to voured a large turkey and boiled
them and be prepared to take ham with all the usual accompaniments besides two freezers of
part in the discussions.
"What can we do for those who Ice Cream and other articles too
numerous to mention but they
will not believe they are lost?"
"When in doubt as to Whether had a fine time and all arrived
home safely.
a thing is right or wrong, what
attitude should one; take toward
The Roy Union Sunday School
it?"
"Is the Old Testament neces- has planned to hold the school at
sary to the salvation of mankind the Sheltren Canyon, five miles
northwest of Roy Sunday. May
today?"
17th. The plan is to take your
"What can we do to induce
along apd have a picnic
parents to teach their children dinners
dinner after the session. All
the Bible school lesson at home?"
are invited to attend whether
"How may we induce people members of the School or not,
,
to be oh time at Bible School?'
"Is our Bible. School asuc-cess- ,,.W. .Fred Ogden came down
'.
a
fróñr Dawson" Wednesday and
Olga Nelson, Sec'y.
will Jive on and farm his claim
this summer. Fred is looking
Mrs. Clarence '.Vright and fine and has had a good position
family returned to Dawson Tues- in the big,Company store for the
day after a pleasant visit with past year. Many friends here
friends in Roy. It is reported are glad to welcome him back to
that Mrs. Maldonado and daugh- Roy.
,
up
give
Oriental
will
the
ters
Mrs, Brown, wife of the .
Hotel and that Mrs. Wright's
brother-in-law- ,
Sam Tyler, will & S. W. Agent, went to Tucumtake charge of the place the first cari Saturday to visit friends.
Her eldest daughter, Miss Magof June.
gie Sue, is the head of the family
Services in the church Sunday during her absence.
evening at 8 p. in. Theme "The
Mothers of Men," in recognition
Geo. Ray took G.R. Abernathy
of Mother's Day. All invited.
out to the canyons with him
Rev. Russel will preach.
Thursday to do some surveying.
He is getting his lines located
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs with a view to fencing his pasFidel Montoya died Tuesday at tures.,
their home in Roy.
.

Fifth-Sunda-

?

;

"

.Frank Lusk and his brother
Alyin, came down from Cimarron last week and are guests at
the parental J. B. Lusk home in

The young men have decided to file on homesteads here
and make this their home in future. We are glad to welcome
them to Roy and congratulate
them upon getting in tne game of
homesteading six years nearer
the realization of their hopes than
many of us old timers did.
Roy.

The School. of American Archaeology has planned a series of

summer expiditions and camping
excursions to visit the most interesting of the prehistoric ruins
of the Cliff ' Dwellers and other
monumnnts to a dead past in
New Mexico. The skeme 'is un
Tne Higgins families were in
der the personal direction of Paul
A. F. Walter, Secretary of the town Wednesday in theirtwonew
School and offers social as well as Fords.
educational advantages that will
The Pablo B.ranch family with
appeal to the best class of tourthe exception ot Carlos, departed
Mr. Rush, who lives 8 miles ists and educators.
Wednesday for their new home
north of Roy came in from Oklahoma last week and is farming
M'mes. Frank Bruce and Sam in Denver. Mr. Branch has
his claim again. He reports see- Strong received a telegram Sun- rented a furnished house in a
bridge day morning announcing the locality with which the children
ing a large steel Rail-roa- d
across the Canadian River car- death of their father at Nicker-son- , were acquainted when they atKansas, The message ar? tended school there and they anried away by the flood just after
the train he was on had crossed rived at 9 o'clock and the ladies ticipate being very happy in their
it. It was one of the twelve R. left on the noon train to attend new home.
Eey will
R. bridges carried away by the the funeral services,
Judge Foster is remodelling
recent flood in Oklahoma and remain for a short time to
family affairs before
Mr. Rush congratulates himself
his residence property in the
north part of town. Mr, Judy is
that he got by it in time.
doing the carpenter work.
ar-ran-

E-P-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown entertained at "500" at their homé
Thursday evening, , The guests
were gathered and returnedhome
in the auto and a very pleasant
social evening js reported.
The I.O.O,F. Lodge will hold
a special session Saturday eve-

ning for the purpose of conferring Degrees on a candidate who
can be present that night, A
good attendance is desired.
.

Mr. Giles, of Clayton is here
with a crew of cowboys and camp
outfit to receive 500 head of

steeds he recently

purchased

from the stockmen of this mesa.

ÍHE

SPANISH-ÁMERICA-

celved nothing definite. The speaker
importan w xie buuuh uu.jj.ub wiui The other machines returned, one
oí the house then opened the session. the captain and dismissed him.
after the other, all enthusiastic and,
"That makes me feel easier.' He discussing the tactics of air warfare.
After the inspection dinner was,
sighed and started for the elevator
CHAPTER XXII.
that took him to the waiting aerodro- Berved, In which the whole squadron,
took part Werdenstein greeted sev
Princess Rositta Shows Her Colors. mone.
An hour later he was in Suemeg, eral of them as old acquaintances and;
.The answers of the International
peace committee and congress of the greeting Rositta. The man who had friends of those good days, when the
United Republics of America were made her what she was had lost hia armies held their own and when he
identical in wording, and were duly value in her eyes. He could do noth- - was planning to conquer the American
:T5a
ng moro for her, so he could be dis continent The times had changed.
cabled to all the rebelling monarch.
Now the air men ruled at the comor destroyed.
carded
peace
nor
committee
Neither the
congress gave a thought to consenting
"I have called your honor here, to mand of a beautiful, bold woman,
to the' wishes of the decree of the Eu exhibit the fleet I possess, and to show whose only motive seemed to be
ropean rulers, and It Is quite likely you what we have accomplished and vanity.
These gloomy forebodings were war
that the prompt refusal to accede to what we can do." The latter words
their demands was not unexpected, for carried a peculiar accent to the chan- ranted sooner than he expected, Only
appetizers and soup had been served.
the Count von Werdenstein rubbed his cellor's ears.
every
to
see
quite
curious
am
when Count de Korona stood up and
"I
contentedly
hands
when he read the
A Romance of the
addressed' the gathering:
first dispatch. His first act was to thing, my dear princess."
"The pleasure of greeting the world- "Your curiosity will soon be grati
Future
call the Princess Schomburg Lithow
on the 'graph.
Her headquarters fied, as I have already given orders famous chancellor, the
to my men." She placed an emphasis man of the German Empire, has bee
,
were in Suemeg.
given me. It is a great honor for us
Werdenstein's message found Ro- on the "my."
By
then
only
to have you at our feast,, and we, the
bowed;
chancellor
The
sitta in the air. She connected the
Cuido von Horvath
conquerors of the air, greet you, who
apparatus to the 'graph and bowed to after a pause he said:
"I also have some orders for you, are considered, the representative of
and Dean Hoard
the smiling count
princess, from hie majesty the kaiser!" all the European powers."
"Ah, good morning, count!"
She waved her hand airily. "We
Rositta smiled sweetly at the chan
"Good morning, princess."
It later."
about
can
talk
who was watching the speakercellor,
our
Americans
de
"The
refuse
Copyright, 1418, by W. 6. Chapman la Um Unite
The princess led him at once into n amazement After a short pause,.
BtAtes aiyl ureat Britain.
mande," said the count bluntly.
20
the. open and pointed toward twenty-on- e de Korona continued:
"Ah, Indeed!"
SYNOPSIS.
aerodromones that .were stationed
"We greet you as such, as a repre
you
come
to
Berlin and talk
"Can
on the plateau, glittering in the sun- - sentative, and I, In my comrades-nameto me?"
For fifty years the continent of North
ask your excellency to be with
She thought for a moment "Is your Bhin. The uniformed aeromen stood
America has been Isolated from the rest
of the world by
the Invention of answer ready?"
at attention by their machines and sa us in heart and drink to the elected
Hannibal Prudent, president of the united
"An ultimatum? Is that what you uted, the princess and the count .as queen of the air, who is distind to
government. A message from Count von
they passed in éld military style be be queen of the world. Long liv our
Werdenstein. chancellor of Germany, that mean?"
he has succeeded In penetrating the rays
"An ultimatum that says distinctly tween the two rows of aerodromones. beloved Queen Rositta."
hastens the death of Prudent. Dying, he
warns his daughter Astra that foreign In- that peaceful relations will be' broken
The princess led the, way to the ma
The huzzas that thundered through
vasion is now certain. Astra succeeds her
was
the
with
decorated
chine
r
twenty-fouthat
lapse
of
hall told the chancellor plainly
hours
the
and
a
father as president. Napoleon Edison, a after
rormer pupil of Prudent s, oners to assist that Europe will act as she sees fit," princely crown, and pulling a silver that this was no pleasantry. His susAstra and hints at new discoveries which
will make North America impregnable. A replied Rositta with a firm click of her whistle from her pocket she blew It picions bad not been without founda
man giving the name of Chevalier dl even teeth.
men Jumped Into their tion. He paled and when the tumult
The
Leon offers Werdenstein the secret of
sat
at attention.
and
machines
died away he stood up, calm and de"I am going to see his majesty now
making gold in return for European disShe blew shrill blasts on her whistle termined and without a word left the
armament. The chevalier Is made a pris- and will communicate with the pow'
oner. Countess Rosiny, a spy, becomes a
prisoner, In the hope of discovering dl ers. Replies should reach me by to- and the fleet shot up into the air as hall.
Leon's secret. She falls in love with him morrow morning," was the count's an one bird
This action made Rositta furious.
and agrees to join him in an attempt to
Duprel
was
the
at
Count
Santos
The
but
she did not show her indignaswer.
escape. By the use of rockets he summons a curious flying máchine. He es
do so, my dear count, and If wheel and Rositta commanded the tion. "The chancellor seems to have
"Then
capes and sends a message to Astra
which reveals the fact that he is Napo one of the powers should refuse It fleet The second line of machines lost his appetite," was all she said.
leon Edison. He warns Astra that the should be considered as an enemy. In was signaled to reverse, their flight
After the dinner was over, she gave
consolidated fleet of Europe have sailed
her.
line
After
first
followed
and
the
a row curt orders and tne aeromen
to Invade Amertei. He calls on Astra the league with the Americas. Tomorrow
following nigiit and explains his plans for you will, kindly call me .up again and they had separated from each other proceeded into another hall beautifully
defense. By the use of aeroplanes made
tell me the results. I will then ar- - a mile or so both Unes turned toward and regally decorated. At the far end
of a new substance which is indestructithe center, and the chancellor at last stood a magnificent throne.
ble he expects to annihilate the European range to meet you."
forces. He delivers a note to von Wer the significance of the ma-understood
Rositta retired to her own apart
The count consented, then discon
denstein on his flazshiD demanding im
mediate withdrawal. Ho Is attacked and. nected his instrument He went to
ment, while two men went to invite
by destroying two warships and several
the chancellor to the throneroom.
aeroplanes, forces von Werdensfein to hie majesty and had a gloomy recepagree to universal disarmament.
The tion. The kaiser listened to the deThey found him soberly pacing
countess, who has remained in America
plans
count's
the
tails
of
and
between the entrance gate
shook
as a guest of Astra, receives an offer
from von Werdenstein of the principal- his head doubtfully.
In
end 'he
hangar.
the
and
first
the
ity of Schomburg-Liithoin return for
to
the
He
ultimatum,
consented
them. Rositta Bat on
followed
remark
Edison's secret. Edison and his assistant.
Santos, go in search of .new deposits of ing that the situation could not be
a glittering clrynith
with
the
throne
the remarkable substance, clrynith. They much worse.
l
crown on her head. She was
find It on the estate of Schomburg-Llth-o'
The countess gets Santos Into her
to
terms
of
consenting
Answers
the
than ever.
clutches. She promises to reveal Edi- the ultimatum came promptly, and auThe Count von Werdenstein was led
son's secret as soon as von Werdenstein
estate thorized the count to send it out
turns over the Schomburg-Llthobefore her. He showed no surprise.
to her. On the day of the wedding of
England,
however,
The
refused.
His face was calm and his whole attiAstra and Edison the countess and Santos
flee the country. Santos perfects a ma- Island Kingdom was the only one that
tude expressed disinterest
chine, is made a count and marries the sent a flat refusal.
'I have requested that your excel
countess, now princess of Schomburg-LlthoThe count shrugged, his shoulders
Edison finds a new deposit of
lency come to Suemeg, for I have a
clrynith and builds a new fleet of airmessage that I want brought before
ships. He accidentally discovers a liquid Indifferently. "Then we will do with
that will render opposing airships help- out England, that is all."
the whole world."
less. Santos completes a fleet for the
Calling
Rositta
on
ad'
'graph,
he
the
The count looked at her steadily,
princesa. The aviators of the fleet elect
her queen. She plans to master the vised her to have her men In readi
and without waiting to hear her furworld.
ness.
ther words he Bald in his strong, penway?"
was
on
"Is
Its
ultimatum
the
etrating voice: .
CHAPTER XXI Continued.
'I tell you, woman, to stand before
This Sunday was the fisst real day her eager question.
to
ready
already
In
is
"It
be
me.
sent
Tell me your petition standing.
of rest that Napoleon had enjoyed for
cipher."
Then
I may listen to it Do not fora long time. He found perfect peace
an
an
send
It
"Then
hour
get
and
in
I represent the Emperor of
that
In the company of his mother and
you.
want
will
I
aerodromone
call
for
Germany."
Nobody
wife.
knew he had returned.
Had these words not been spoken In
The surprise that swept over $he you to come to Suemeg to see my
Rositta shut off the current
such deadly earnestness some of the
members of the staff when he ap- fleet
audience would have found the scene
peared in congress Monday morning before the count could answer. His
was
dignity
behavior,
ruffled
Before
her
at)
Stand
Woman,
to
You,
ridiculous. As it was, It was grave
"I
Tell
was great
imperative
was
It
but
since
he
embarrassing and every one stood
that
Me."
and
great
As Napoleon arose the
hall
to
see
plan,
had
to
he
submit
her
her
stunned.
bowed
He
instantly
became
silent
When the aeroman called for him the neuver when red pennants were hoist
The blood left. Rositta's cheeks and
he said:
ed on the eleven machines comprising it took almost a minute for her to
"Honorable President and Repre- ultimatum was on its way and he was
the princess' fleet and blue on the ten recover her composure. Then she'
sentatives, before all else I want to ready to go to Suemeg.
opposite.
Just before he left however, he sat
rose and pointing at the chancellor,
thank you for your kind reception."
aerodromone "Princess" made said in a shrill voice:
The
hie
to
down
wrote
a
letter,
desk
and
a
him
stopped
for
A loud "hurrah!"
detour and took a position on the
"Take him awaytack to Berlin
moment Then he continued: "There then hurriedly folded it and, sealing aright
wing of the line; then the sham quick or I shall forget myself and kill
rang
envelope,
an
bell
his
it
in
for
the
have been so many changes since
'
battle began.
him!"
went away that I can hardly express aide de camp."
The princess could not resist the
The Captain von Hochamberg en
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
my opinion, particularly in regard to
show her prowess. Santos
to
gravely.
saluted
and
tered
the political affairs of the present.
The Outcome.
"I have a very important mission flung their aerodromone into the fight
am very glad to see tnat congress
trying
"dodged
each
turned,
they
and
who offers me a drink
man
He
you,
The
captain.
train
for
first
Take
the
' realizes its duty, and that every mem
Finally, with a Insults my manhood.
'
to
gain
elevation.
in
England,
giid
to
to
Hamburg
thence
Taer Is prepared for action. I place my
evaded
quick
"Princess"
spring
the
She Well, that's all right as long
faith in its wisdomi and hope that it This letter contains a sealed order for its enemy and slid between its wings
you don't follow your usual course
as
con
you.
You
at
German
must
be
the
will know its duty and do It accord
moment
next
and
the
back
from
:
the
av
8
to
00
m.
and swallow the insult
sulate in Liverpool by
lngly.
enemy
captive.
was
a
the
you
no
or
morrow. If
receive
further
"Compatriots, I greet you all!"
All the Same.
It was an exhilarating sport
ders then you are to follow the in
A sigh' of satisfaction swept ov
have to have monaj
they
do
"Why
you,
congratulate
princess,"
said
"I
' the hall when Napoleon, after this structlons that you will find In this
show?"
put
on
a
dumb
to
to
Rositta.
the
count
intoxicated
the
short speech, sat down. An air of un sealed letter as quickly as possible.
.
"Why
not?"
.....
captive
carried
the
"Princess"
The
'
certainty prevailed; they had expect- Otherwise return it Intact Here is an machine back to Suemeg with ease.
"
money
"Doesn't
talkr
ed so much from him and had re-- order for money and a pass. Secrecy
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Church Directory
!

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Required by act of Aug. 24, '12. Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
at Christian Ohurcn.
Editor and Publisher
Your
Editor, Mgr. Business
Mgr. presence
is necessary.
Publisher and Owner, Irvin
Saoscriptiea
1.50 fer Yssr
Rsv. G.B.Hall, Supt,
Ogden, Sr. Roy, New Mexico.
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at
Mortgagee, Roy Trust and
the postoffice' in Roy, N. M.
CATHOLIC
Savings Bank, Roy, N. M.
Mass once each' month at the
Signed, Irvin Ogden Sr.
Catholic Church. Dates announc
We are in receipt of copies of
Editor.
ed in advance.
the Wagon Mound Pantagraph
v
Rev.
Fr. Ant. Cellier.
containing arguments in sup
port of the Local Option Prohibi
Priest in charge,
tion election to be held there in

Irvin Ogden, Sr.

Professional Cards

I

n,

M.D. GIBBS

;

Physician and Surgeon

.

,

.

'

AMIS

the near future.
We do not know who sent
these papers nor what they ex
pectof us. We do know what
District Local option means in a
.i
j pruubicaii sense ana wagon
Mound has our sympathy if it
passes. It is true that the liquor
business has been responsible
for mánr tragedies in that town
of late and it is true that with
Booze easily obtained from outside sources the trouble will continue after the revenue is cut

Local Surgeon E.P. & S W.
Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO,

Presbyterian,

T. F. SELF

Sermon every third Sunday
at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.

Physician and Surgeon
Office At

'

J. 8. Kussel, Pastor.

Residence

ROY, NEW MEXICO

-

i

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month;
Service : A. M., 7.80, P. M.
Re?, R. A. Pricb , Pastor.

A. S. HANSON

1

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Lodge Directory

off-- -

The movement for

Col.

Nation-wid- e

Prohibition is the one

prac-

tical and effective method of
meeting the drink vil and the
time expended in "Local Option"
efforts to chop off certain
branches, would be effective if it
were all laid at the root of the
tree. Cut down the tree, we say
pruning the branches only en
courages its growth and is wast
ed effort.
GOD"

-

Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24, D. of R.

a Complete Une of
Druggists' Sundries
Candies,

Meets In L 0. 0. P. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st. and 8d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always wel

Etc

come.

Why Maurice

the good 8torles which the late
Maurice Barrymore, father of Ethel,
All

Lionel and John Barrymore. tnlri nn
himself never have been publlB Jed and.
viwauiy uever wui oe. Barrymore wa
in Kansas city Just prior to his final
collapse and here Is a storv h tniii- Barrymore was Mrs. Leslie Carter's
leading support when that celebrated
actress appeared In Belasco's production of ''The Heart of Maryland." In
the big third act Barrymore, the hero,
was in the hands of the designing fil.
lain, who had caught Wnx oft guard.
Two rookies bound Barrymore's hands
and the villain, left alone with his
prey, taunted the hero. It was
Barrymore's "business- - to squirm and

to wall.

"Oh, If my hands were free," he
would repeat several times, as h6

tried vainly
the rope which
held him fast. The villain would a
proach and snap his fingers right under Barrymore's nose.
"Loosen my hands, you devill"
Barrymore would exclaim.
One night at this great and exciting
moment In the scene Barrymore had
Just finished his dare to the villain to
loosen his hands when the traditional
gallery god yelled out In sharp, clear
voice:
"Why don't you kick him In th
ihlns, Barrri your feet ain't tied." '
Barrymore cursed the part from that
moment until bis dying day.
.
to-bre- ak

the Goods.
"I am seeking theHight" announced
the Pilgrim. . "Well," replied the drugstore clerk, "we carry antifat and perHad

oxide."-

'ncinnatl Enquirer.

Mrs. Anna Shamblin,

We want your trade and you will
find our goods

jvt at represented,

Modern Woodmen
of America

CampNo.14361
AMhx

cays

The Place of
Honeymoons
is a great story.
Thb Is how he purs it:
"I love the ttorr teller

mha mrfnn i
cheerful talei be stimulates the feller
wnose uie seems pay ana stale; fie
rests us wnen we re weary, consoles
K
tilue, mnA
na when
day is dreary he helps the long hours
larowa. ux au t&e ftene&ctors who

HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoo Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Goods
Bought and Sold

Also Second-Han-

tn

moouj our tnvndane path, there's one
with no detractors i sis tame Is H.
MacGrath. For everybody reads him
from Cork to Broken Eow and everybody needs him whesttmiefo dragging
slow. From kiver unto kiver a book
of his is great h stirs your heart and
Ever and gets your smile on straight.
His action's always rapid, his plots an
full of vim i no dummies, trits and vapid,
are e'er turned out by him hit girls
are always peaches his men are full of
snap he never drones or preaches, or
br-t- s
you off the map; He's written
now a story that you, should read oft
soons its strictly hunkdory Ths
PLACB OS IIONXTMOONS. It1 S cheer.
ful and beguiling, and thrilling as
Stale to keep you snuBag and
your griefs away.'

S,

Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable
Satisfaction

G'r'n'fd

F. H. FOSTER

United States
Commissioner
FILINGS-

K&f'Fairview Pharmay

d

All Work Guaranteed

WHITE
NEW MEXICO

I Cry Sales Everywhere.

N. G.

Mrs. GussiE Floersheim, Secy.

O.

AUCTIONEER

Visiting members always welcome
Wm. Q. Johnson.
A.R. Davis.
, Noble Grand.
Secretary.

We Also Carry

Toilet Articles

MILLS

Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. Q. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.

When you come to us- you have the
assurance that your prescriptions
will be promptly and carefully compounded with fresh, pure drugs.

SPOILED IT

Barrympro Conceived
Dislike for His "Heart of Mary--"
land" Part ,

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
1. U. U. .

WeTake Special Care
in tilling Prescriptions

Perfumes
'GALLERY

P.

- CONTESTS

PROOFS

ETC.

Office

Roy,

with

Spanish-America-

:

n.

New Mex.

Geo. Hart
-

JEWELRY

Watch and clock repairing
a fpecialty, Eyeglasses
fitted. AH work Guaran,
teed "

Roy,

N. Mex

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

Oriental Hotel
Mrs. Dina QAaldonado

and Daughters, Proprietors,
New Management, Refurnished
Large
Good Meals,
Thruout,
airy Rooms.

Roy. New Mexico

ki c

W.H.WILLCOX
United States
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

M. H. KOCH
Wt art mnr to run tbii as our next itriu
and thi fint mstaUmtnt tuill appear in an Funeral Director Licensed Embalmer
tarty usut. IktUr watch for it.
PHONE 116

Conveyances and transfer. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

TUCUMCARL N. BL

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent service rendered in all land matters.
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But a note never falls due at the
proper time, r

MELONS

1

,

TAÍJ1C0

TO PLANT 1,500 ACRES IN CANTA
LOUPES ÍN PECOS VALLEY.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
:
NEW MEXICO

N.

-

1

PEOPLE

Weetern Newspaper Union Newi Service.

Putnam Fadeless Dyes make no
muss. Adv.
The weaker a man is the stronger
his habits grow on hlm.-

I

T

Expect to Ship Thousands of Crates
From District Between Portales
and Pecos City This Season.

J

Gallup will soon have free delivery
.
service.
The town of Melrose was nearly
wiped out by fire.J
A good roads association has been
'
formed at Tucumcari.
The annual state meeting of the M.
W. A. was held in Roswell.
A large acreage of - corn is- being
planted in the Pecos valley.
The state land office at Santa Fe
earned $28,841.97 during .April..
The county road board of Chaves
f
county has forty steel
'
Raton has approved the" plans for a
new city hall and fire department

ON FIRE

t'

-

:

,

road-drag-

s.

j,

'

buildings.'

Governor McDonald hás appointed
Henry A. Long 'of - Cutter, Sierra
.county, a notary, public. f
At a recent fire in Wagon Mound
43,000 pounds of wool were destroyed,
:'of which 19,000 belonged to James
v liolbrook.
i
The little daughter of P. T. Schra-'debroke her arm while roller skat
ing near the home of A.' C Keinath
at Artesia.
Eastern New Mexico is now carpeted with such a covering of green
vegetation as has never been seenat
H
this early date.
mat
Sixteen tons of parcels post
ter was shipped from Silver City to
the Mogollón ' mining section during
the first half of April.
Tom Spivey, living three miles
south of Artesia, ' broke hiB leg bewhen
tween the ankle and the knee
'
he leaped from his horse.
Over two and a half million dollars
by conservative estimate Is invested
in automobiles, in New, Mexico, and
over $62,000 in motorcycles.
Authority haa 'been received, at A'
buquerqueto start to work on new
buildings for the Indian school there
that will cost ábout $50,000.
According to the United States cen
sus Bureau New Mexico has gained
50,000 population in the four years
since the last census was taken.
The Las Vegas Odd Fellows prop
anni-- .
erly celebrated the ninety-fiftversary of the founding of the order
with a banquet and entertainment.
Five prisoners received
tiary sentence for crimes , committed
in Quay county and Sheriff Ward and
deputy escorted, them to Santa Fe.
The dog poisoner is abroad in Las
Vegas and quite á number of valuable
animals have been lost the best dogs
as usual falling a prey to the brute
The forest service announces the
completion of a telephone line through
the Manzano national forest to Plácitos and to Cuba in the Jemez forestTravelers from the; .Pecos praise
most highly the work being done by
the state engineer's department on
tne roaa Detween cama a e uu
Glorieta.
Two horses belonging to Lucas
brothers of Deming, fell in a well,
feet deep, and were dead
within three minutes after reaching
the bottom.
B. F. Brown, a former ' member of
the Territorial Legislature,' has been
arrested charged with embezzling
4100 of money order funds from the
"
Mosquero postoffice.
't,T
Felix Salcido of Pona Ana county
and Pedro Perea of Espinosa, Socor
ro county, have been restored to citi
zenship by an order of Governor Wil
; ..
liam C. McDonald.
,
i ;
at
education
of
department
The
."
Santa Fe holds that in case of a tie
.for school directors, a vacancy occurs
which may be, filled by the county
,
school superintendent.
!

r

.

.

,

,

h

-

;

forty-s-

MAKE CITY AN
EASY MARK FOR GUNS; REB
ELS SLAY HUNDREDS

Artesia. The New Mexico canta
loupe is to tickle the palate or me
epicurean more than ever before this
coming season and the shipments
from the Pecos valley are to breaK an
records. The question of whether or
not it pays to raise cantaloupes is
answered eloquently by the statement
that there will.be over 1,500 acres of
the 'melons planted between Portales,
Roosevelt county and Pecos City, Tex.,
below the southern border, meaning
thousands of crates for the market, to
satisfy an ever increasing demand.
With better than 300 acres of can;
talouDes already Dlanted around Ar
tesia and a few yet to be put In the
ground, indications are that this win
be one of the banner years for the
cantaloupe farmers of the valley. Ac
cording to the men who' have planted
cantaloupes before, this spring has
been exceptionally good and the work
has been rushed in getting them plant

-

"

;

.

.

IN

NIGHT ATTACK.

OF SAFETY ÍN HAR- BOR AS 7,000 MEN OPEN
DESPERATE BATTLE.

PLACES

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

grown; 200 acres at Roswell; 300 acres
here; 200 acres at Lake wood, and 250
acres at Pecos City, Tex.j
Besides this crop; there will be 300
acres of tomatoes planted at Lakewood. The latter has proven to be
one of the best paying crops in the

Juarez, May 11. The most desper
ate battle of the present Mexico Revo
lution was fought last night at Tampico, according . to reports reaching
constitutionalist' officials here. Some
Df the oil wells and tanks are burn
ing and a portion of the town is on
fire. Hundreds are said to have been
killed.
Seven thousand Constitutionalists
under Generals Pedro Gonzales and
,
Luis Caballero are engaged.
his
with
General Jesus Carranza
brigade was thought to form a part of
thfl force attacking 'Tampicol but it
was learned that it had been decided
that he was needed in the campaign
on Saltillo, and the Carranza brigade
was sent back to Monterey. '
All Americans have been taken
rmard th United States warships,
but " other foreigners are scattered
throughout the oil well district. . it
was this section of the battlefield that
the United. States government sug
gested should be made a neutral zone.
The Constitutionalist generals refused
to adopt this suggestion.
"
Bv the light of the blazing oil tanks
fired , by stray shots, the rebel artillerymen ' hurled shot after shot from
into the
twenty heavy field-gun- s
position held by
General Ignacio Morelos. Zaragonza
the federal commander, in the center
of the town, sweeping the breastworks
with a hail of shrapnel in an effort
to open the way for a dash by Gen
eral Pablo Gonzales. Infantry," ;
For the first time in the fighting
between the men of Huerta and Car
ranza, the Constitutionalists, were on
equal terms with the Federals in the
; p
matter of artillery.
The twenty'1 French field guns cap
tured bv General Gonzales at Monte
rey and placed In position before Tarn- pico have done tremendous execution,
the French shrapnel bursting with the
utmost precision in sharp contrast to
shells used by Villa
the home-mad- e
' '
in his battles about Torreón.
General Gonzales, advancing' from
the north under cover. of the artillery
fire, seized, a portion of the outskirts
of the city and maintained , his posi
'
."- .'
V
tion.
.

valley.

Parole Applications.
Santa Fé. The following peniten
tiary prisoners have made application
tñr tinrnlA. Arthur Mav. Cazimiro Re
marla, Gabriel Armendaris, Frank. Wil
liams, Daniel Bullion and Samuel
Burke, all of Lincoln county; Luis Pe
rez, Valencia; Melquiades Ponce, Joe
Pina, Giosine Pelacci, Pero Tjekacha,
Moisés Trujillo arid José L. Romero,
Colfax: Gabe Beasley, Curry; Isabel
Villesca, Juanita Lopez de Peralta,
Torrance; Thomas Smith, and Roy
Benberry, San Miguel; Jesus Lopez
and Uredo Juarique". Grant: James S.
Osborn and Esquibel Leborio, Dona
Ana: Alberto Gallejos, Guadalupe;
Ystalio Muniz. Santa Fé; Desiderio,
Sena. Taos: Jim Martin, Bat Harris,
Will Freeland, J. J, Cutler, B. P.
Bomar,' Chavea;1 Pinkney H. Head,
San Juan.
:

Postmasters Appointed.
John PfleuSanta
eer has received notice of the follow
ing appointments of fourth class post
masters in this state: Minnie T.
Hart, Elephant Butte; Frances N, Wilson, Folsom; Nellie W. Gemrides, On-ava: Charles S. Erickson, Pecos; Wil
liam G. Johnson, Roy; John H. Ricker,
Jr.,' Shoemaker; Edwin H. Hughes, So
liRohfirt H. Tavlor. White Oaks;
Wallace E. Bennett, Cuervo; Glenn C.
Morgan, Lake Arthur; Juan Valencia,
Odon; Beth M. Grover, San Rafael;
José R. Padilla, Shiprock; Enrié TC.
'West; West:
-

i

-

,

.

strongly-entrenche-

d

,

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipation. Constipation is the cause of
many diseases. Cure the cause and you
cure the disease. Easy to take. Adv.
i

'School Bonds Over Million
Santa, Fé. The revised report of
the New Mexico outstanding school
bonds has been sent to XL S. Commis
sioner of Education Claxton. It shows
that the total outstanding bonds
amount to $1,199,403.43, and of. this
large sum $246,000 were issued in 1913
The Albuquerque schools issued $194,.!

:

Report Americans Held by Dictator.
Washineton. Richard Harding Da
vis, author, and war correspondent,
who was sent by the New York Trib
une to Mexico as its correspondent, is
under arrest, in Mexico City.-- ,
mpjHU McPormick of Chicago, who
Is representing the London Times
also is under arrest In Mexico. City
according to dispatches to Secretary
''
Bryan. :
:
The message says Brigadier Gen
eral Funston at Verá Cruz has re
ceived information, that the two corre
spondents have been taken into cus
tody.
,
.,y.v.
-

'

Fire Wipes Out Melrose.
j Albuquerque, N M. The town ol
Melrose, 100, miles east of here, prao
Uoally was wiped out by fire.

Not Quite Professional.
"Why do they have 'tormentors' on
the Btage?"
"I suppose one reason is because
they can't keep off of it the people
who only think they can act."

Retort Diplomatic.
Have you any special reason
for wanting to know my age?
He I merely wish to know at what'
age woman Is really the most fascinating. Philadelphia Record.
She

.

Sartorial Controversy.

:

.

'(

,

was
posAndy
Ketcham
recently bet that
he
when
clothes
of
sessed more suits
when
owned
Taft
left Atchison than
he left the White House. To decide
the bet Wilbur Hawk was written to
Mr.
at the Federal' Penitentiary.
Hawk wrote back that when Taft surrendered his office to Wilson he had
It is local his35 suits of clothes.
tory that Andy Ketcham owned 37
and
suits when, he got the hot-fohospitamore
deserted Atchison for
ble climes. Andy hasn't done much
since he" left Atchison, and it is
said that the only clothes, he now
possesses is a pair of overalls. Atchison Globe.
An Atchison man said

that

$5

ot

Simplified
Breakfasts
Make for good days
From a package
of fresh, crisp

Post

-

'

1

The Bible contains 3,568,480 letters,
words, 31.173 verses, 1,189
'
chapters, and 66 hooks.

WELLS

-

Í

Brit Blue;
Delights

703,748

f

"
;ted.
At Pórtales there will be 250 acres

000.

Pros

In a Way.
on me," complained
.steep
"This
is
FIRED
OIL
the cook.
"What is?" asked the waitress.
"The, boss just sent work to me to
';
AMERICAN CITIZENS RUSHED TO make some more tea.'

even

;

RUINS

BLAZING

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

-

Prt

the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

,

,

TTia

better than liquid blue.
'

much

oasties
fill a bowl arid add cream or

milk.

.

Then with some fruit, a cup
of Instant Postum, and a
poached egg or two if you
like, you have a simple breakfast that is wholesome and
.

satisfying.

Toasties are bits of corn
carefully cooked, delicately
seasoned, and toasted to an
appetizing "brown" without
being touched by hand. They
look good, taste good, and

'The Memory Lingers"
Sold by Grocers

x

Everywhere!
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Notice of Contest
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
v
April 23,1914.
To Tranquilino Jaramillooi Savinoso
New Mexico, Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Felipe
Martinez, who gives Savinoso, New
e
Mexico, as his
address,
23,
1914,
file in this
did on March
office his duly corrobrated application to contest and secure the cancellation of your H. E. No. 22390
Serial No. 06718, made Jan. 10, 1908,
for the lot 7; SEJ SWi, Sec. 6; Lot 1
NeJ NWi, Section 7, Township 17 N
Range 26 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
and as grounds for his contest he al
leges that said Tranquilino Jaramillo
has wholly abandoned his H, E. that
he has wholly failed to comply with
the law under which he is seeking
title;that he has failed to reside upon,
cultivate or improve the same; that
the above mentioned defects exist and
have existed for more than three years
last past, and up to the date hereof
(March 14, 1914.)
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your fur
ther right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office due proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made stating when and where the copy was delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
You should state in your answer
the name of the postoffice to which
you desire future notices to be sent to
you.
Paz VaLverde, Register.
Date of 1st publication, May. 16, 1914

fPERSOÑAL and?
LOCAL

post-offic-

A bunch of travelling men
landedinKoy Thursday and worK
ed the town to the limit. In the
evening they rented the I.O.O.F
Hall and gave a dance in order to
frhere
while away the- time,

(Copyright,

fcjr

Kyudicau.)

MoCiui

-

were several musicians among
the number and the Roy boys
'
and girls enjoyed the novelty ot
being guests of the visitors in
their own hall. It is reported as
having been a jolly affair.

The rods have arrived at last
for the Odd Fellows hall building and contractor Hogue put
them in Thursday, The walls
are now tied together by a bond
that cannot be severed and there
is no longer grounds for fear of
disaster at the hall no matter
how it is loaded. Other improvements are to be made at once and
the place will look better when
they are completed,
a sister of

Mrs,

Leo Wagner, arrived on the train
Saturday from California and is
a guest at the Wagner home. She
started from their home in Calif
ornia in an auto and crossed the
Mojave Desert whert the tem
perature ran up to 131 in the
Finding the trip too
shade!
arduous she came on by train
is driving
and Mr.
through in the car.

J. P, Felton, of Mills, is a new
addition to our subscription list.
Mr. Felton recently returned
from the east and will live on his
ranch this summer.

Notice of Bond Election
Notice is hereby given to the qualified voters of Roy Schoel .District No.
Thirty Three (33) of Mora County,
State of New Mexico, that an election
will be held at the Public School
Building in Roy. said District, County
and State, on the tenth (10) day ot
June, A. D. 1914, for the purpose of
voting upon the question of the issue
of bonds in the sum of Two Thousand
$2,000.00) Dollars in denominations of
not less than Twenty Five ($25.00)
Dollars, nor exceeding Five Hundred

OPHELIA

PAGE

1-

-C

(Copyright, by MeOlur

EE

Syndicate

I

D

We have a fine assortment ofGarden and Field;
Seeds. Yellow Dent and
t

i Mexican Seed, Corn, Milo,
Maize, Feterita,
Corn, etc.

Kaffir

i

sest Mesa raise

.Black Am b er
Cane Seed, $3.50
per cwl. $3.25 i
500 lb Lots
GOODMAN

DC. CO.

"

2d
3d

"
"

5th

"

.

"
jane

"

"

23,
30,

6,
13,

:

Dollars, bearing interest at
not to exceed six per cent per annum,
dated July the first (1) A. D. 1914, and
running for a period of Twenty (20)
years, redeemable after Ten (10) years
said bonds to be sold and handled as
($500.00)

provided by Section Fifteen-forty-tw-o
(1542) Compiled Laws of A. D, 1897,
the receipts from the sale of said bonds
to be used in enlarging and reparing
the school building of said district and
'
furnishing the same.
chairman,
Floersheim,
J.
Frank A. Roy.
O. H. Kerns,
.

School

Directors

Useful Accomplishments.

Not Really Naval Storfc
The terming of turpentine,

Sick Headache.

.

tar,
Every wcm&n wants 'a cozy corner
pitch and rosin as naval stores Is a all her own be that corner humble
Mrs, A, L. Luckie, East Rochester,
misnomer. It originated many yean or handsome.
N.
Y, was a victim of sick headache
ago, when tar and pitch flnt wero
Every woman who does not have the
despondency, caused by a badly
need to coat the bottoms of Teasels to
make them watertight and to cover
the rigging of ships to preserve It
from the action of the weather. All
supply of tar
hips carried always
among their stores, and hence the
original of the term "naval stores." It
iras used only by ship builders and
ihip owners and others who had to do
iirectly with shipping, and was a nau-acterm only. Then, when the prod
pine
acts of the gum cf the long-lea- f
ame Into general commercial importance, the term was accepted as a flt
ting one for all articles of commerce
nanufactured from that substance,
md Is maintained to this day; al
though the uses that created It bav
tittle to Co with the interests of ti
'
Irade.
al

home longing is abnormal.

Home Is and

made up of little things.
One of the largest of these little
things is the ability to cook wholesome food. .
Sewing and music are next. A woman might be as homely as can be. but
if she can cook a good dinner, make a
dress, and let her moods slip out of
her finger tips on a piano, that woman will have a chance for a truly happy home a thousand per cent better
than her beautiful neighbor who cannot make even an aprcii, and who
cooks badly for her family.
So I say to mothers, whether you
have money or not. teach your daughters all the ifseful and necessary
things in Ufe, so that tfer will make
good, bvn?Uke "wives and m Ws.

weakened and debilitated condition
of her stomach, when she began taking Chamberlain's Tablets., She says
"I found them pleasant to take, also
mild and effective. In a few weeks'
time I was restored to my former
good health." For Sale by all deal
.
era.

''''-'.-

Value ef Proper Spelling.
Qood spelling and intelligent punc-

tuation are the accomplishments that

d
women drawkeep many
ing good salaries aa stenographers ta
downtown offices. The manager of
typewriter office from which art test
hundreds ef stenographers zaaksa 9
secret of the fact that good tgCTTa
art scarce.-- New York Son.
gray-haire-
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FOUND BEAD

IN SICILY QUAKE
WHOLE
AND

DEVASTATED

TOWNS

MANY BODIES
IN

STILL

THE RUINS.

G.

V.

POST KILLS SELF

ADDRESSEb TO WOMEN

lExBectant FeFlni:
thecoming
In
need to be
of the little one
Before the

BULLET ENDS YEAR'S FIGHT FOR
"
HEALTH IN CALIFORNIA,

women

NIGHT

111

RESCUERS RUSHED

INTO

RUINS

TO SAVE SCORES BURIED
BENEATH WRECKAGE.

Battle Creek, Mich., Millionaire Cereal
King Pulls Trigger of Rifle
With His Toe.

Pr. fierce's Favorite Prescription
you will find that most of .the suffering will not make its appearance.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is the result of a life study of
ailments, disorders 6nd irregularities peculiar to women. Its continued
supremacy in its particular field for more than forty years is your
assurance of the benefit to be derived from its use.
Neither narcotics nor alcohol will be found in this vegetable prescription, in liquid or tablet form. Sold by druggists or a trial box will be
stamps.
sent you by mail on receipt of 50 one-ceAddress Dr. Pierce's Invalids Hotel. Buffalo, N. T.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets resálate Urer and bowels

Denver. John Harvey Post of 2380
Ash street, a student at the School of
Mines at Golden, is an adopted son of
C. W. Post, the Battle Creek health
food millionaire, who shot and killed
himself at Santa Barbara, Calif. The
foster. son, who has lived in Denver
for a number of years, probably will
be one of the heirs to the $25,000,000
estate.

Santa Barbara, Calif. A coroner's
jury
which investigated the suicide
earthCatania, Sicily, May
here
of
Charles W. Post, 64, the cereal
quake Friday night brought death and
food
millionaire,
returned a
destruction to many villages near Mt.
finding that he
simply
verdict
Etna. The number of dead is offidied
from
of a gunshot
effects
the
incially given as 139, with about 350
'
wound.
jured; but a large portion of the
Dr. J. C. Bainbridge, his physician,
devastated territory has not been intestified
that Post unquestionably
.
spected.
was
suffering
from temporary insanThe affected zone extends from
ity
when
he
himself.
shot
Mt.
village
on
Zaffaraha, the highest
testimony
The
of
Miss Ella Benson,
Aci
Rósale
Etna, to the sea between
on the south and Giarre on the north. the nurse, showed .that Post had been
It includes Linera, the center of the fighting suicidal inclinations for sevdisturbance, Pisano and Santa Vener-ina- . eral weeks past. She said ho had a
horror of a gun of any kind and that
reIn Linera 110 persons were killed at his request the firearms were
moved
from
house.
the
and 30 injured. In Bongiardo 13 dead
Post discussed his private, financial
and 27 injured have been taken from
affairs
with his wife and at his rethe ruins. At Cosentini 16 were killed
quest
Mrs.
Post, went down town to
and many injured.
some
transact
business for him. It
The district presents a spectacle of
was
away that he shot
was
while
she
desolation, ruin and death. Peasants
::
'
y
himself
imrushed to meet the automobilists,
Post said he felt tired, and asked
ploring aid. . From the debris agonizMiss
Ella Benson, his nurse, to leave
Others
ing cries could still be heard.
room.
the
She remonstrated at first,
asked that their injured relatives be
but
he
insisted
that he wished to
taken to Catania, as all train service sleep,
and
she
left.
was abandonad.
,
As soon as he was alone, evidently
For centuries this region has sufgot the rifle, lay down on the bed,
he
fered from earthquakes, owing to the put
the muzzle in his mouth and
activity of Mt. .Etna. Yet it is relapulled
the trigger with his foot. The
tively thickly populated, the land is
nurse
rushed
into the room upon hearmost fertile, vineyards growing with
ing
the
shot but Post's death had been
'
little attention.'
Mrs. Post was notified
instantaneous.
ruof
mass
Where Linera stood is a
up
She
well
under the shock.
bore
ins. The village consisted' of about
In
weeks
the
few
Post has been
last
800 inhabitants., A majority of the
buying
adjoining
his home
estate
real
people escaped because the shock oclaying
plans
build
a new
here
and
to
curred when the men and some of the
..;
residence.
women were working in" the fields.
spebody
was
placed
The
a
aboard
From the vineyards they saw their
cial
Angeles.
to
taken
Los
car
and
houses falling and when they arrived, The
car was attached to the train
breathless, at their homes, they found
East
and will arrive at Battle Creek
only wreckage," with some of their
r v
Thursday noon.
people buried beneath it.
Generals Trabucchl and Maccagatta WOMEN PARADE TO URGE VOTE.
are in command of the rescue work,
which is being performed by soldiers, Thousands, Including Colorado Suffiremen, policemen and Red Cross
fragists, March to Capital With
volunteers.
Petition.
Washington. Colorado was distinctly In evidence in the great and imREFUSE TO GIVE UP ARMS.
pressive suffrage parade which took
and place here.;
U. S. Troops Get 72 Old Rifle
?
,:
Pistols From Tent Colony.
Several thousand women, from pracTrinidad, Colo. Strikers in the tically every state in the Union, anl
of their sisters,
Trinidad district, which included the representing millions
'
big tent colony at San Rafael heights, paraded , along Pennsylvania avenue,
whence the residents of the destroyed from the White House to the cLpitol,
Ludlow colony went, Saturday surren- and presenting to members of Condered 72 arms of all character to the gress petitions adopted at meetings
Federal army officers. Among the lot all over the country a week ago, made
were some with broken stocks, burst plain their desire to be given the right
barrels, broken hammers, and many to vote.
small-calibFive hundred and thirty-onof the
guns and pistols. '
The military officers were disap- marchers carried these petitions, pm
pointed by, the manner in which for each member of --the Senate and
Colonel Lockett's proclamation of dis- House, and asking the adoption of the
resolution, amending
armament was obeyed and determined Bristow-Mondeso as to enfranchise
the
mine'
constitution
operators
to give the strikers,
and citizens one more chance to sur- women.
Mrs. Taylor, wife of Representative
render their arms voluntarily. .
All told, there were 725 arms re- Taylor, had as her guests in her elecceived by the federal commander Sat- tric Mrs. Thomas, wife of Senator
To Thomas; Mrs. Shafroth, wife of Senurday in the Trinidad district.
this number the dealers in arms and ator Shafroth, and Mrs. Seldomridge
ammunition contributed largely, and wife of Representative Seldomridge.
citizens surrendered many hunting The automobile was splendidly deco
r
guns . and
arms. Very rated with various kinds of flowers
few weapons which the army officers and was the most imposing vehicle ir
the parade. It carried the Colorado
considered truly serviceable were
""
'
state flag.
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and Cures." Bpeclal Agents wanted.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.,

Cause

k
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Literary Axiom.
writers make poor money.
The loftiest literary aim leads to the
attic. It is the commonplace alone
who become best sellers."
The speakerwas Ripley Hitchcock,
the essayist, critic and editor of New
Jork. He added, smiling:
"The man with the true literary
'bent' is always broke."
"Good
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Pink Eye, Epizootic
Shipping Fever
& Catarrhal Fever

DISTEMPER

Sure enre and positive preventive, no matter how hone at any aire are Infected
or "exposed." Liquid, riven on tbe tongue: act on the Blood and Glands i expelí tb
poisonous jrerms (rom the body. Cures IJIstemper In Doprs and Hlieep and Cholera In
toultry. Largest ell In tr live stock remedy. Cures I.a Grippe among human beings,
and Is a fine Kidney remedy. 60o and II a bottle; t6 and 110 a dozen. Cut this out
Keep It hhowtoyourdruKirlst.TíhowlIlíetltíoryou. Free Booklet, "Distempers

non-committ-al

.

pos-

sessed of all their natural strength. Instead of being harassed
by forebodings and weakened by, nausea, sleeplessness,
or nervousness if you will bring to your aid

Western Newspaper Union News Service.,

DOOM STRIKES

'

Hollene, New Mexico. "Our little
boy first broke out in little yellow
blisters about the size of pin heads'
and they itched and hurt so badly he
could not rest day nor. night. In a few
days they were running sores and
kept spreading until they were as
large as a dollar. He had them all
over his body and was nearly tortured
to death,' as they hurt him so badly he
could hardly sleep. He would scratch
and cause great sorés ' all over his
face and legs.
"We tried several highly recommended remedies but they didn't seem
to help him a bit. Nothing seemed to
do any good until we got Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. We hadn't used
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment but a
short time before he was completely
cured without a scar." (Signed) Mrs.
J.H. Northcutt, Nov. 22,' 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world.. Sample of each
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.

GOSHEN,

W.L.DOUQLAS
SHOES

Mon,of?.QQ$?.BO3.00

lllbil S9.SO 4 &
UfnmaaV $2 2.00 $3

MIsaes.Bovs.Chlldron
SI. SO $1.78 $2 $2.50 $3
qui ButlfiMS In
1S7A1 now thi
largttt mtktt of

x
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aa.ci.so.B4

r

ft

aiJ4.S0hoM
In

tht world.

1.006.279
Sooflu sheas ta 1(1 orsr Ills.
This Is the reason w si ve you the
same values for S3.00, J3.6U, S4.00

and

S4.6U
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fat 'woman who does
all her bathing stunts in a bathtub.

STOP; THAT BACKACHE

toe

TN rail

VAX I MO SUBSTITUTE.
w riii snt W. L. Powdas' aams
stampei oa tht bottom. If W. L. Peuriw

snoot srs not tor mis in your Ticrauy. of an
dlraoi trom rsctory. enoeoforoTorjrBHmMf
ftoo.
ol Hit fsrally st sil Driest
Wrlto for Illustrated estslof ebowln; how
to order by mill. W. L. DOÜOLAI,
SIO Bpvk
Brockton, Mus.
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OWNERS OF
MAXWELL-BRISCO- E

Cars

p.

" She is a' wise

noiwr.nsanauig

enormous locream in the cost oi
leatrer. our stanaaras nav
not bmn lowered and the price
to you remains the same.
Ask your dealer to show yon
the kind of W. L. Douglas shoes be
Is sailing for 13.0. S3.Su, $4.03 aud
Í4.50. You will tüen be convinced
that W.L.EourIm shoes are abso
lutely as good as other makes gold at
cigner pnoes. iflsomy auierenos
Is the prtoe.

'

,

IND., U. S. A.

May Now Purchase Repair

Parts for

These Cars Direct from Us
ALL LITIGATION WITH THE CARLSON MOTOR
IN
TRUCK COMPANY HAS BEEN TERMINATED
OUR FAVOR, AND THE MAXWELL COMPANY
AN EXCLUSIVE LICENSE TO
HAS OBTAINED
SUPPLY THESE PARTS TO MAXWELL OWNERS.

Tbe Maxwell Company has been furnishing regularly and will continue to inrnlsh to owners of

Stoddard - Dayton Cars, Jirnnh Runabout
Cars, Kverltt Motor Cars, Columbia Motor
Under Cars, repaii
Cars and Maxwell
parts accurately made from jigs and templets. Beware of substitute parts. All parts at remark
ably low prices.

There's nothing more discouraging
than a constant backache. You are lame
when you awake. Pains pierce you when
Owners write direct for Price List of Genuine Parts
you bend or lift.' It's hard to rest and
next day it's the same old story.
IMaxwell Motor Sales Corporation
Newcastle, Indiana
Pain in the back is nature's warning
of kidney ills. Neglect may pave the
way to dropsy, gravel, or other serious
l
kidney sickness.
Don't delay begin using Doan's Kid- - I
stop Intestinal Fermentatloní Immediately.
ney uis tne remeay inai nas uccu
Believe Gas and Distress after Eating. One
curing backache and kidney trouble for
size only, 60c. Money refunded ii they do
not help, or write for Free Sample Box atid
fifty
years.
over
4--

'
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Dyspepsia Tablets

v

f

A TEXAS CASE

Ewm Plctwr t
Utui a story

'

J. H. Lee, 412 W.
St., CleWalnut
burne, Texas, says:
"For four years, I
had Intense pains
through the small of
my back. I could
hardly pass the kidney secretions and
morphine was the
only thing that reI had
lieved me.
gravel, too. Finally,
began using Doan's
Kidney
Pills and
permanently
they
cured me. I haven't
suffered since."

Get Doan's at Any Store. 50c

DOAN'SFOSTER-MILBUR- N

r

CO-

TKY tbem first If you wish.

Broadway

CO.

DAISY FLY KILLER

New York

ffi"Ba :r.
Kff
fliss. Neat, olean,
or-

namental, convenient
cheap. Lasts all

;'

taion. Hade of

metal, can't spill or tip
over; will not soli or

Injure anything.
Guaranteed effective.
All dealers orisenl
express paid for 11.00.
HAiOLD 80MEE8, 150 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn,

Watson E. ColemantWasn.

C. Books tree. HighPATENTS Ington.D
Best resulta,
est references.

Box

ViDi55f

BUFFALO, N.Y.

K. T.

'.'''..
W, N. U

DENVER, NO.

20-19- 14.

THE
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OF INTEREST!
llczioiZDifallallczioSira
The School Board of the new
district at Pleasant View sold
school house last
the little,-olweek toReece Reynolds, of Solano who has removed it to his
claim. They will have a new and
larger building ready for oc-- .
cupancy in time for school this
fall.
d

EPANISH-ZLCERIOAi-

Chamberlain's Liniment.
.

y.

SEVERE PUNISHMENT

-

.......

...

f,

This preparation is intended especial,
ly for rheumatism, lame back, sprains
and like ailments. It is a favorite
with people who are well acquainted
wit its splendid qualities. Mrs. chas.
Tanner,.. Wabash, Ind. sas of it, "I
have found Chamberlain's .Liniment
the. best thing for lame back and
sprains I have ever used. It works
like a charm and relieves pain and
soreness. It has been used by others
of my family as well as myself for up
wards of twenty years," - 25 and 50
cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.
.

C, E Kidd was in town Tues-

Mt. Airy, N; C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap- ell of this town, says: "1 suffered for
ve years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
I tried most every kind of medicine,
but none did me any good:
I read one day about Cardui, the woman's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until
I was almost cured. It did me more
good than all the other medicines 1 had
put together.
'
My friends began asking me why I

v

'.

was entertained at the Oriental
Hotel Sunday at: dinner in honor
of Miss Anna Branch and her
brothers, Carlos and. Alberto.
Edgar Floersheim, Wilcott Rus-ee- l
and Mr. Patton were other
guests present. The Misses
Stella and Julia Maldonado were
hostesses and the guests all report a splendid dinner and royal
1

entertainment.

.

Felipe Martinez, of Savinoso,
N, M. was in Roy Monday attend
ing to land business.
Born: to M r. and Mrs. Geo!
D. Miller, Sunday, May 10th, a
son.
Col. Reddic. of Palouse Valley,
was a pleasant caller at this office
Monday. Noting the date May
11 on the calender he grew
reminiscent. It reminded him
that it was the fiftieth anniversary of the great battle at
in which he participated
and was wounded,
He remembers with a shudder

Jim Christmnn came in

Tues-

day from Oklahoma and will live
on his claim this summer, He
borrowed our bike to go' out on
but is riding his motor as of old
and is. one of the most popular
young men on the mesa.
.

Bright and Interesting

Romance

That Will Keep the Wlta

Work-

ing All the Time.

This Is what the Nashville Tennes-seasays of the new serial we, have
secured, "The Place of Honeymoons,"
by Harold MacGrath:
Grand opera singers have frequently
been utilized as the heroines of novels, but it is doubtful whether any author has ever conceived of a more delightful character than the one which
Mr. MacGrath presents In this charming romance. It Is the fortunes of
such a singer, whose name is plain
Irish Nora, that the author invites his
readers to follow. Her abduction at
the hands of a princely suitor who
wishes to make her his morganatic
wife; her belief that this abduction
baa been arranged by Courtlandt, the
American hero, who happens to resemble the prince; her summer resting days at beautiful Lake Como,
where her train of admirers follow;
her relations with a delightful old
father who has been a prize fighter,
and her mother who intends to enter
the "best circles" and vainly endeavors to veneer her honest, likable
n

Staaáiag, Relieved hy Cardal.

'.

A company of young people

A

Of I,!ri. Ctaypeü, cf Five Years'

day with the usual crate of eggs,
He is one of the farmers who
looked so well, and 1 told them
Livingston,
down
came
Mrs.
make a living on the claim just Cardui. Several are now taking it"about
from Cimarron Monday to visit as they do in other states.
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
her father, Mr. Whiteman and
such as headache, backache, sideache.
sister. Miss Laura Whiteman át Fred Brown has a new "Ford" sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
feeling?
the ranch hear Red River.
He traded 80 acres of land to
Conductor Lee Snyder for his
nearly new ca. This gives Lee
a quarter section of choice land
here and Fred's desire for a car
is gratified. A good trade all
around,

THE PLACE OF HONEYMOONS

let us urge you to give Cardui a
trial, we feel confident it will help you,
just as it has a million other women in
the past half century.
y.
Begin taking Cardui
You
won't regret it. All druggists.
If so.

--

to-da-

Writt to: Chattanooga Medicina Co., LadlaV
Jldyisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tann., for Sttciai
book, "Home
Jmtructiom on your case and
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper, N.C 134
64-pa-

A train load of Military Aeroplanes passed thru Clovis. last
week enroute to Galveston where

they were to ship for Vera Cruz
to be used in actual warfare if
needed, , This is getting modern
in warfare but we still hope their
efficiency may remain a matter
It is reported here that Carlos of conjecture rather than see
Briseño, who was found naked them tested in the actual deand insane on the prairie near struction of human lives.
Roy, sometime since and sent to
the State Hospital at Las Vegas,
Henry Stone came down from
died Tuesday.
His was a sad Koehler Friday of last week and
case and hopeless and it is bet- has been out at the ranch looking
ter that he is relieved from his after his stock and arranging for
sufferings.
the care of the ranch this sumt

.i

ss'

'

mer.

The Floersheim Mercantile Co,
is still busy getting their lumber
Notice
sheds and stock moved, to the
new site and fixing up the former yard for a correl, It has
All persons are forbidden to
been a big job getting the change dump rubbish or garbage on the
made but it is worth it and will old dumping ground south of the
the aweful slaughter at "The soon save the price in convenience Stoctf-YardThis is a part of
Bloody Angle" and is convinced and better service.
the Roy Town Site and these lots
that all the' unpleasantness past
are for sale.
Henry Farr rode out to his Red
and future In Mexico will not
Roy Trust & Savings Bank
equal in the horrors of war that River ranch Monday to look after
his stock and arrange to get the
one conflict presented.
rest of the cattle he récently pur For sain: 3 inch Weber wagon
The School of American Ar- chased brought in. He is getting Gang disk plow, harrow, cultiva
chaeology at Santa Fe is adver- quite a herd together for the tor, harness, a few hand tools,
etc. These articles almost new
tising a course' of summer ex- summer.
Saddle, 3 year old mule, 3 year
peditions ' which promise the
The informal dance given Sat geldidg broke, urihusked corn
student in the line of Prehistoric
R. L. Cross
research many advantages for urday evening dt the Hall in hon- fodder.
12i miles N. E. Mills
study as well as social privileges or of the young people of the
opportunities never before list-- , Branch family, before their departure for their new home in
ed.
Paul A. F, Walker is the lead- Denver, was a very pleasant soing spirit of the venture as well cial affair and the many friends
as the personal genuis of the of the young people gave them a
'
most hearty farewell and wished
movement.
llist half of taxes for 1913
thenl success and háppiness in
not paid on or before June 1,
Mrs. J. W. Johnson is report- theilr new; home.
will become delinquent and
ed seriously ill at her home east
Elmer, Neal and wife came up will draw, interest at the rate
of Roy, This family has the
sincere sympathy of many friends from Tucumcari last week and of 1 per cent per. month.
were guests, at the parental G.
in their misfortune
John R. Strong,
Kitchell home several days.
Spott-sylvani- a

s.

,

Notice To

Tax Payers

,

,

Treasurer and Collector.

HAROLD MACGRATH,

Author of "The

Place of Honey

moons."

husband into a society gentleman
these are a few of the things that furnish the incidents which form the
stock of the story.
Romance, pure and simple, is the
principal motive of the tale, but it is
romance which la clothed in the element of mystery and which baffles the
reader until the author sees fit to
clear It up near the end.
Harold MacGrath has so firmly established himself in the regard of fiction lovers, that it is an accepted fact
that any story from his pen will be
interesting, entertaining and unusual,
and "The Place of Honeymoons," is
no exception to this rule. It Is
throughout, charming in set
ting; cosmopolitan in air and American in spirit The author's unusually
fruitful imagination has been given
full chance to display itself, and his
delightful gift of narration makes every paragraph original.
Mac-Grathi-

an

""Ño."

T, thought not V

. papa's boat;:
morning)
when
this
left
there
it
rt
we went over in the launch."

--

Copyright, by Dally Story Fob. Co)
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PLAN

FOR CONSTRUCTING A STAVE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

sketches are shown two of the prettiFOR BRIDE AND MAIDS est
that have' been designed this sea-

SILO

WEDDING FROCKS AND OTHER
COSTUMES IN VARIETY.

Simple Lines Have the Most Popular-It- y
Light Weight Serge for Traveling Costume Becoming Evening Gowns.
Here are a few suggestions of a
trousseau suitable for a girl who occupies a position in at least moderately smart society: The first items on
the list, of course,' are the wedding
frock, a traveling costume, an afternoon gown suitable for visits and social functions, a dinner gown, an evening gown, a motor wrap or travel
coat, an evening
coat or cape, a
pretty
negligee
and a bedroom
gown, and two or
three
simple
morning frocks.
Any number of
wedding gowns
have been turned
out this season
for brides in satin, taffeta and
charmeuse,
and
.

some of 'them
were really lovely. For Instance,
one gown of white
taffeta was ex-

Complete Silo With Chute.
In determining the she of a silo
the first thing to be considered is the
diameter, and this depends on the
number of cattle to be fed. When the
diameter of a silo ia too great the
Bilage Is not fed off rapidly enough to
keep it from spoiling. This Í3 particularly true when silage is fed In

Care should therefore be
the diameter of the ' silo
great for the number of
fed from it, says the department of agriculture.
From thirty to forty pounds of silage
per cow per dáy should be provided for average dairy cows during
the time when no other green food is
available. The amount varies according to the quantity and quality" of
dry forage used. After the diameter
of the silo has been decided upon the
next consideration is the number of
tons of silage that will be needed, and
this depends on the length of the
A convenient
season.
height for a silo above the foundation
is twice its diameteri but sometimes
it is necessary for a silo of small diameter to be higher than this. In such
a case it should be well braced. The
silo should, if possible, be located so
as to open into the feed room. If
sucb an arrangement is Impracticable,
it should be located near the barn at
some other point and connected 'with
the barn or with the feed room by a
covered passageway,
The Foundation.
To lay out the foundation, drive a
stake In the ground at the center of
the proposed silo. Saw off this stake
at the height desired ior the foundation wall, which should be at least
one foot above the ground on the high
side, if the ground is sloping.
The thickness of the wall should
vary from ten to eighteen inches, depending upon the size of the silo, the
material of the foundation, and the
ground on which it is located. The
inside of the foundation wall should
be at least six inches nearer to the
center of the silo than the inside of
,
the staves. ,
Materials and Construction. ;
The material of the foundation may
be of stone, brick or concrete. Concrete Í3 preferable under most' conditions. Where stone or brick is to be
used the earth in the bottom of the
Bilo, except where the center stake
'rtandg, may be dug out before the
summer.
taken that
be not too
cows to be

silage-feedin-

.

g

wall is built, thus giving additional
silage space and allowing greater convenience In building the wall. The
earth should not be dug out deeper
than four inches above the bottom of
the wall. With a concrete foundation
this excavation must not be made until the wall is finished and the position of the staves marked on the top
of the wall.
Stone.
Stone may be conveniently used
when the foundation wiir not extend
more than one or two feet above the
surface of the ground. It should be
laid in cement mortar in such a manner that the inner surface will be
smooth and the top level.
Brick.

Where
brick can be secured cheaply, as is often the case
near brickyards, they can frequently be
used to advantage for a foundation.
They should be laid in cement mortar,
with the inner surface, of the wall
smooth and the top level. If the wall
extends more than one foot above the
surface, it should be reinforced by laying a No. 9 wire, or its equivalent, on
every second course of brick above
the surface of the ground.
Concrete.
For a concrete foundation, a ditch
must be dug before any of the earth
in the center is removed. The earth
between the two lines that mark the
inside and outside of the foundation
should be taken out until firm ground
below frost line is reached, care being
taken to cut the sides of the ditch
down straight and to leave the bottom level.
'
Preparing the Concrete.
For mixing the concrete, a box
about four feet wide, eight feet long
and one foot deep may be used, or a
simple floor or platform six. by ten
feet will suffice. To measure the materials, an empty barrel (preferably a
with both ends
cement barrel)
knocked out will be most convenient
hard-burne- d

Renovated Orchard.
Professor Hedrich. of the New York
station at Geneva, Bays he knows of
an apple orchard which had been in
sod for 24 years and was so badly run
down that 4it was sold as common
farm land. After several 'years of
tillage it . is, now payiu the owner
ten per cent net on the valuation of
''
$1,000 per acre.
:

'

son.

tremely simple of
line and trainless.
It was fashioned
with a plaited tunic of white over
a draped skirt of
taffeta, the upper
part of the bodice
and sleeves being
of tulle. The lower part of the bodice
'extended up
Taffeta, Lace and
almost
to' the
Net.
shoulder in two
points back and front
For the traveling costume a lightweight serge is probably the most
practical material.
cosAnother tailored
tume most desirable is a summer or
late spring bridal outfit in a white
'
serge.
For the afternoon frocks there is a
wide range of choice. Delightful frocks
for formal wear are made up in some
one of the soft crepes or chiffon, taffeta or satin stuffs, or one of the sheer
veilings or chiffon materials.
The bride's dinner gown may be
either of 'sheer stuff or one of the
crepes or satins.
If the afternoon
frock is of the
heavier material
the sheer stuff
will probably be
chosen for the
dinner gown.
The .evening
gown may be elaborate or simple.
There are many
loveV materials
for such frocks,
and the coloring
and line are the
considerachief
tions. White is
really the. most
sensible thing for
the' girl of one
everegulation
ning frock, though
delicate tints are
tempting. White
crepe, or chiffon over a silver Taffeta and Shadow
foundation, with
Lace.
' perhaps some
slight trimming to relieve it, will make
a becoming frock, which may be worn
more times without seeming tiresome
han any colored frock could be,
The bridesmaids' frocks áre quaint,
picturesque and. artistic and in the
semi-dress- y

,
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HIGH GIRDLE

MARY. DEAN.

EASY TO MAKE

Directions for Its Construction, and
the Proper Way In Which It
Should Be Worn.
One of the very new high girdles ia

pretty and easy to make besides, says

the Philadelphia North American. The
girdle can be in two colors, as those
ultra-smaones are, or of one color
only, if you would be more conservative. The width of the girdle, too,
depends upon your own taste. It is
to be a crushed girdle, and we will
presume that it is to be made of a
dull silk, messalines and such shiny
surfaces being rather "back numbers"
Just at present. Cut two bias strips
of silk, each sufficiently long to go
entirely about the waist, both of one
color, or each a contrasting color to
the other. Seam the two pieces of silk
together, making one long strip, and
hem down the raw edges. If wide ribbon is used, there will, of course, be
no necessity for turning in the selvage edges. Then gather in each narrow end with a drawing thread, and
Join these ends to braid frogs t6 which
are attached loops. Then put two
large buttons, braided or
in the exact center of the girdle, one
under the other, about two inches
apart. The girdle is now ready to
wear. Place the center of the girdle
at the center front of the waist, wrap
both ends about the waist, crossing
them in the back, and bring the ends
to the front, there to fasten the loops
to the two buttons, yk more graceful
kind of girdle you wouldn't want. The.
girdle may also be made in velvet and
fancy or
buttons used.
Either braid or frogs and loops made
from the velvet may be used..
rt

silk-covere-

velvet-covere-

BOOTS
Laces

d

MUST

BE BUTTONED

Altogether Out o Fashion-Cl- oth
Tops and Curved Heels
Are Other Features.

Every requirement of good form is
ánswered in a new boot. Its buttoned
top is of fine twilled cloth and its
vamp of patent leather has the trim,
slender look which suggests a patrician foot within. But not all the feet
that trip about in smart boots are
as slender and patrician as they seem,
for shoecraft is artful and the cleverly
draped gown, often produces graceful lines by disguising defects of nature. At any rate, the fashionable
boot is slender and
and it
is buttoned. No laced boot would dare
show itself in a drawing room, or
on a dancing floor, or even on Fifth
avenue at promenade hour.
Another smart, feature about the
season's boot is its curved heel. This
is not a Louis XV heel, for it does
really support the foot and the weight
of the body; but its graceful curve
gives it a French effect. These rather
frivolous boot heels have come in with
the dancing craze, for every article of
attire these days must be donned with
a possible dance during the day or
evening in mind.
,

long-line- d

Baths for Health and Beauty.
A course of electric baths' i3 a most
admirable tonic to the whole system,
but where this is impossible, on the
score of expense, have a warm bath
every night. A little liquid ammonia
may be added to it; a brisk bath for
a long soak in hot water does far
more harm than good followed by a
with equal quantities of
toilet vinegar or eau de cologne and
water, and a brisk toweling till the
whole body is aglow. Then get into
bed at once. In the morning have a
"loofah" massage, rubbing the whole
body W6ll with a dry loofah till you
tingle from head to foot, followed by
several minutes' deep breathing and
simple Swedish exercises.
sponge-of- f
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too, would like to make this great empire a sphere of Influence which they
BOUNTIFULLY
OF
could exploit to the exclusion of all
comers, Including Americans, just as
they now monopolize the trade of Tibet Canton province and Western
MERITS THE IIAME OF BEAUTIFUL Yunnan.
The foremost English Intelligence officer of the British army is
now in Manila. I have often seen him
in Pekln and elsewhere in China hard
Americans Have Made the Philippine Metropolis One of the Finat work spying out the land.
Isest in the Far EastYankee Efficiency as Shown in
All the world is studying the Philippine problem today. Every European
lands Surpasses That of .Germany in China First
'
is closely watching the unfoldImpressions Are Good.
ing of our policy with reference to
these Islands.
It Is not likely that
Manila, P. L The city of Manila ipinos were holding a mass meeting any nation will try to take the Phillies on very low ground and Is there- and yelling for Independence but on ippines away from us, but if we give
fore not visible to the voyager until coming closer one hears a clarion
his Bhip enter Manila bay. Then ita voice ring oat above all the others,
The Manila high
massive city walls, Its churches, ca- "Out on first"
thedrals, monasteries, forts and pal- school boys are playing the crack
aces spring suddenly Into view. The trade, school team from the Island of
whole effect la entrancing.' The domes Cebu. "What's the scorer I inquired
and spires of the churches, the grand, excitedly. A Filipino, who wears a
old Spanish residences and govern- white starched shirt outside of his
ment buildings, are visible above the trousers, answers, "Two to one, favor
old gray walls and stand out clearly Cebo, and the ninth Inning." It's like
tgainst the blue sky. The centuries being home In the dear old United
bave given the stone buildings a tint States.
There are few cities which portray
of bluish gray. Many of the brie
buildings have been covered with stuc- ancient, medieval and modern Ufe and
customs so clearly as Manila. In the
co, painted either white or pink. These
one sees the shacks and huts
suburbs
colors together with the soft verdure
people.
common
of
the
The frameof the tropical vegetation afford a picM
LI
of
work
la made of
the
humble
abodes
ture pleasing to the eye and restful
to the souL Above the battlements of bamboo, poles and the roof and walls
old Fort Santiago, the cruel Bastile of are simply mats of nlpa palm leaves.
the Spanish regime, floats the stars As the floor is several feet from the
and stripes, guaranteeing peace, lib- ground the huts have the appearance
erty and Justice to the various tribes of being on stilts. Such have been the
homes of the Filipinos slnoe prehisand peoples of the Philippine islands.
The great ocean liner, heavily laden toric times.
The walled city la the old Spanish
with the products of American IndusManila.
Here one sees the solid, austry and 6 kill, crosses the placid bay
tere architecture of the middle ages,
and the more ornate styles of the reFountain In Manila.
naissance. The pulleys of drawbridges
are still In the walls over the city
gates.
the world to understand that we do
Between the walled city and the not want these fair Islands there will
outer suburbs lies the modern city of be inaugurated an era of intrigue for
Manila. This part contains the main the "Pearl of the Orient" resembling
business streets and the' residential that which has despoiled China of all
section. In this part of the city one her harbors and much of her territory.
sees a strange mingling of all that is No fragile paper treaty, no open door
ugly and beautiful In modern architec- agreement will ever be sufficient to
ture. The paved streets, the car lines, protect the Philippine Islands from
the telephone and electric light wires, a fate similar to that of China.
'' ií 1 ;.''r
and especially the Pasig river with Its
1
traffic, all bind the three parts of the
dty together Into an economic whole DREAM TOLD OF A SUICIDE
throbbing with life and energy.
Manila was an interesting city long And Led to the Finding of a Woman's
Body In a Well at Clifn
be Sere the
war. It
ton, N. J.
was reserved for the Americans to
make it a beautiful and a healthful
Paterson, N. J. Awakening from a
city. The plans which D. H. Buraham
that her missing daughter-in-law- ,
dream
of Chicago drafted for the adornment
Mrs. Mary Pralevis, had commitof the city are being carried out and
suicide,
and that her body lay at
ted
way
Manila is fairly on the
to become
the moBt beautiful city of the Orient the bottom of an abandoned well in
In that part of the city which lies out- the yard, Mrs. Julia Pralevis of 69
side the walls a great deal has been Lake avenue, Clifton, arose from her
done In the way of draining the bed and going out to the well found
swamps, widening the streets, estab- the dream to be true.
'
Governor's Palace, Manila. ,
Mary Pralevis disappeared some
lishing parks, and reserving a desiraago. It was then believed that
time
where Admiral Dewey and his brave ble site for the government buildings
either fallen or jumped Into
had
she
men sixteen years ago won glory for which will be built in accordance with
river. The belief now is
Passaic
the
the American navy and empire for Mr. Burnham's plans.
deliberately
walked to the
she
that
their country.
The sanitary arrangements of the
cover,
and dropped
well,
the
lifted
old
The ship swings around and is made city, Inaugurated by the American
fast to the pier. Above the snorting army and completed by the civil gov- In. Her death leaves three children
of donkey engines and the rattling of ernment, have made Manila one of the motherless. .,
cranes are heard the Btrains of a Fili- most healthful cities of the Orient
pino band welcoming the travelers to Plague, cholera, yellow fever, and oth- FURNACE IS BED; ARRESTED
"the land of the palm and the pine."
er epidemics have been stamped out
As soon as one steps ashore in Ma- The water supply Is excellent The Red Bud Farmer Surprises Police
nila one notices everywhere the visi- highways and byways are clean and
Captors by Showing $3,000 In
ble signs of American occupation. The the noisome smells usually associated
Currency.
new,
docks are able to ac- with oriental cities are absent When
commodate the largest liners afloat I saw Tslngtao, the German colony in
St Louis. Because his clothes
Broad, well paved streets stretch China, I thought I had seen the max- were mussed and is face dirty the
across and around the Luneta, the imum of efficiency in civic government police here the other day arrested Edgreat front lawn of the city.
This in the Orient but now that I have ward Pelzer as a "feuspicious characgreat carpet of grass extends right seen Manila l am of the opinion that ter." At the police station they were
up to the walled city. The old moat, the Germans have been outdone.
shocked to find all his pockets stuffed
where stagnant waters formerly menThe German far eastern fleet Is In with greenbacks and goldbacks toaced the health of the city, has been the harbor of Manila.
The officers taling $2,949.
filled in and the walled city is faced and the Bailors are seeing the Bights
Pelzer, a farmer of Red Bud, 111., 60
on two sides by a lawn which covers of the city. , They are enthusiastic in years old, said he had stopped off in
many acres. This is the playground their praises of what the Americans St Louis on ' his way to the home
of the city of Manila.
have done here. How the Germans of a niece at Naylor, Mo. Fearing he
Not far from '"the walls of the old would like to have this great city and would be robbed if he went to a hotel,
Spanish city a great crowd of people these glorious Islands! How the Jap- Pelzer spent the night In the abanNow and then
anese would like to lord It over the doned furnace of a zinc factory. The
has assembled.
yells rend the air. At a dis- people of the Philippines even as they policé decided to hold the farmer untance one might suppose that the Fil do ever the Koreans! The English, til his relatives can be beard from.
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FOREIGN.

Amedee Gasquet, the Byzantine his'
torian, 'died In Paris, aged sixty-two- .
The 'House of Lords rejected the
woman suffrage bill by a vote of 104
to GO.
Gen. Manuel Chao has been removed
as governor of Chihuahua by Gea
'
Francisco Villa.
The crucifixion of 200 Mohamme
dans by Greek Epirote Invaders was
reported in a dispatch to the Albanian
government.
According to reports received in
Bogota, the bubonic plague has made
its appearance on the Atlantic coast

.

.

of Colombia.
There was a steady demand for the
12,200 bales offered at the wool sales
and Americans bought greasy crossbreeds and Merinos.
Sixteen miles of trenches for rifle
men, with as many miles more of approach and ' maneuvering trails, suitable for cavalry, mountain and field
artillery, have been completed along

the Panama canal.
The wedding of Kermit Roosevelt
and Miss Belle Wyatt Willard, daughter of Colonel J. E. Willard, American
ambassador to Spain, has bcn fixed
to take place at noon on June 11 at
the British embassy chapel in Madrid.
Rear Admiral Badger has notified
the- Navy Department that delay in
pushing American outposts to Mexico
City will cost thousands of American
lives. Barbed wire obstructions and
mines have been placed across the
line of march by the Federals under
General Maas.
Joseph Caillaux, former minister of
finance, and Fernand d'Aillleres, M.
Caillaux's opponent in the recent election to the French chamber of deputies, fought a bloodless duel with pistols. M. d'Aillieres fired twice at hla
adversary, but neither shot found ita
mark. M. Caillaux fired in the air.
-

GENERAL.

John Forest

Dillon,

eighty-three-

,

noted corporation counsel, died at his
home in New York.
The steamer City of Rome, bound
from Buffalo to Toledo, was burned
to the water's edge just off shore at
Ripley, N. Y.

shrapnel
Orders for 1,000,000
shells were received at the Frankford
arsenal in Philadelphia from Secretary
Garrison of the War Department.
, Chester Burnell Duryea of New
York, under arrest for killing his aged
father, General Hiram Duryea, was removed to Bellevue hospital raving and
fighting.
John D. Rockefeller has offered the
village of Tarry town, N. Y., his personal bond for $50,000 to guarantee It
against damage when his new
fountain arrives.
Ethel Lorraine Belmont of New
York won her separation suit against
Raymond Belmont, son of August Belmont, the financier. Alimony at the
rate of $100 a month was allowed.
Young Belmont is now abroad.
Constitutionalist forces were sent to
Las Vacas Muzuquiz and otner railroad towns south of Piedras Negras,
where repairs are being made on the'
railroads in the direction of Conclova.
A constitutionalist attack on Conclova
is expected within a few days.
Marie Ganz, the Industrial Workers
of the World speaker, who repeatedly
threatened John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
with bodily harm because he refused
to interfere in the Colorado coal strike,
was sentenced to serve sixty days in
the workhouse on Blackwell's island,
250-to-

n

,

n. y.

George W. Young, banker and husband of Mme. Lillian Nórdica, wasted
the estate of the late Mary Adelaide
Yerkes, widow of Charles T. Yerkea,
the traction man, according to allegations made in a suit filed in New York
to have Young removed as attorney in
fact for Mrs.. Yerkes. .

Notice For Publication
Ready Made Garments
We have just received an assort
Mrs. Ida E. . Watson, Prop.
ment of "Middy" Blouses for Department of the Interior,
U,
S.
Land
Office
N.
Clayton,
at
M.
girls; neat one piece dresses.all
First Class Meals. Good Rooms.
Clayton, 017794.
sizes; Child's romper and kilt
. Competent Service.
liczioc3l51falfaoSfa1 suits. Prices verv rfiaaonahlp
Apr 23 1914.
Great-WesterNotice is hereby given that tha
n
Block,
Herman Goodman and Penny
Floersheim Mercantile Co
otate of New. Mexico has applied to
Roy,
N. ML
Wane have framed up to put in
select under the provisions of the Act
a crop this season. They will
Just received a car of "El To June 20, M0, and the acts sup- plant 40 acres of beans and as ro" cement, the best made and at piemeniary ana amendatory thereto.
the following public lands, to wit:
U. O . UU 1T1 Dw
much cane on Penny's place and the right price Goodman's
19 Qariol A17701
TJt
maybe a lot inore on the'Shannon
Lot 1,
the NEJ' NEI sec. 5, T, 17 N,
ftttorrjey at Law
Latest shapes in ladies' and K. 26 OR
farm, The prospect for a crop
e. N.M.P.M. Contamine 40
U. S. Ccmnylssicner
this season should lure a lot of children's straw hatsGoodman's acres.
The purpose of this notice is to
other people to get busy and
Solaoo, N.M
For the best --native raised allow all persons claiming the land
plant summer crops. .
Black Amber Cane Seed go to adversely or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
Miss Clyde Dyer, of California Goodman's
to file objection to such selection with
and Miss Mabel Russel, of Tu- the local officers for the land district
cumcari, are at the C, A. Armor
Spring and Summer Hats-t- he
in which the land is situated, to wit:
home assisting in caring for Mrs finest assortment ever at Floer at the land office aforesaid, and to es
Jones, whose life seems still sheira's.
tablish their interests therein, or the
mineral character thereof.
hanging by a very slender
Prompt and Careful
4.9.5.6,
Given all Business
Paz Valverde.
We have a fine assortment of
thread.
Entrusted to Me.
Register.
Garden and Field Seeds, Yellow
To be published in the Spanish. Ameri- C. E. Burton and wife of Sola
Dent and Mexican Seed Corn. can published
ROY,
New Mex.
at Roy, n, M.
no were in town Friday market Milo Maise,
Feterita. Kaffir Corn
ting.
Notice For Publication.
etc. Best mesa raised Black
Amber Cane Seed. $3.50 per cwt. Department of the Interior,

The Roy Cafe
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Attorrjey
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AMERICAN SOLDIER THE BEST $3.25
World's Records for Marksmanship All
his, and Hs Is Trained to Act
on His Own Initiative.
If there is one big. distlneulshln
trait of the United States regular, it
is individuality. In every one of the
great foreign military nations, particularly Germany and Japan, batalllon
and company officers and enlisted men
are carefully trained not to think for
themselveB.
They are used as mere
chess pieces under the guidance of a
master mind. In this country, where
our melting pot has yielded us an extraordinary
cool thinking.
intensive initiative product, it is only
natural that our soldiers should be
trained as are our civilians.
The United States army spends an
nually on rifle target , practice five
times the sum spent by any . other
army of an equal number of men. This
applies, too, to our field and coast ar
tillery. As a result, no better marks
men can be found than the American
soldier and his cousin, the national
guardsman, who is trained alone the
same lines. Every world's fire" com-trol and accuracy record with rifle and
big gun is today held by the Ameilcan
soldier.
The United State army is small, in
accordance with the will of the oeoDle
not to support a large standing mili
tary establishment But what we
have is almost 100 pgr cent, efficient,
the splendid nucleus of the big army
of regulars, militia and volunteers
which we should place in the field if
occasion required. It is only in equipment
quartermaster, commissary,
medicine and particularly ordnance
stores that bur army is lacking.
self-relian-

t,

.

Leslies.--

,

FOR SALE: A good Shorthorn
Bull, coming 8 yrs. this fall, gen
tie and a fine individual.
C. J. Burton, Solano, N M

4th of July Meeting

per cwt. in 500

U. S. Land Office

lots.
Goodman Mercantile Company
lb- -

Mass- -

Meeteng be called on Satur
day evening, 23 d, to Plan
for the proper celebration of
Independence Day.
Everybody urged to be pre
ent and boost for the 4th.
COMMITTEE

Variety Machine
Works

Notice is hereby given that Philip J
Hogue, of Roy, NM who on Aug 1, '07
made HE Serial no 05220 08851 forNl- All kinds of field and garden SEi &
C. E. ANDERSON & SON, Props
27 T 20NRg26E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
seeds at Floersheims.
All Classes of Machine Work,
Intention to make final five year proof,
Automobile Work, General
Car of Barb wire and woven to establish claim to the land above
Blacksmi thing. Heavy Forg
described, before F. H. Foster, u. S.
wire fencing Goodman's
ing, Horse Shoeing. Esti
commissioner at Roy, n.m
on the 16 day of June, 1914.
mates Given on Pipes and
Look over our new Spring claimant names as witnesses:
Pumps for Wells
Geo. Tower,
Suits. All grades Floersheim's F, S. Brown
E. C. Grunig
P. E. Anderson
all of Roy, N. m.
Paz Valverde,
For a Torpid Liver,
All work Guaranteed
Register.
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
off and on for the past six years NOTICE FOR PUBLIC AT ON Variety
Machine Works
..
i
whenever my liver shows signs of be
-ROY,
NEW MEX.
ing in a disordered condition. They Department of the Interior,
have always acted quickly and given
U S Land Office at Clayton N M,
me the desired relief," writes Mrs F H
May 8th 1914,
Trubus, springville, N. Y. For sale Notice is hereby eri ven that Charles P,
O, H. Kerns.
J. N. Nutter,
by All Dealers.
Leonard of Mills, N M who on
Nutter--Kerr)- s
made HE No, 012418, for NEi, and
K-f- c.
CO.
NW1 Section 29,
SLEDS USED
THE YUKON Twd. 22 N. Ranee 26 E, N M P,
'
trt
RuunMi
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Not Constructed Along Lines of Beau
to make three year proof, to establish
our care will receive
ty, but for Hard Work They
described,
be
claim
land
to
above
the
Are Perfection.
careful and prompt atfore F H Foster, U S Commissioner
tention.
The Yukon sled,' while not a thine at his office at Roy, N M, on the
or beauty, is built to stand all kinds 24th day of June, 1914.
Nutter-Kern- s
of hard wear, or, as the Irishman
Claimant names as witnesses,
Real-Estat- e
said, "It will last forever, and after T J Coonrod,
J J Lemon,
Co.
that can be used for firewood." The Ira Thetford,
W. L. Brockman
sled is about eight feet long, is made
N.M,
All of Mills, N M,
of any kind of hard wood, lies close
Paz Valverde
to the ground, costs from $10 to $14,
Register,
Whooping Ctugh.
and makes a trail sixteen Inches In
width. Another pattern is known as
Notice eor Publication
the basket sleigh, and it is to the
About a year ago my three boys
Department of the Interior,
xuKon sieiga what a
had whooping cough and I found
. sa.
schooner is to a coal barge. In lenetE
U. S. Land Office, Uiayton.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the
May 7 1914
it is from eight to fifteen feet, is made
one that would relieve their cough
only
of birch, oak or hickory, cuts a trail
fa Web v eiven that Oiacomo ing and whooping spells, I continued
Nntioo
twenty-twinches in width, costs from
16, this treatment and was surprised to
940 to $200, is raised a foot or more TUcrnni of Rov N M who on Jany
from the runners, and. in the best ex. 1908 made HE No 22547 Serial 06157, find that it cured the disease in a
beca, very short time," writes Mrs.
ampies, is lasned together with raw- for the WI-Sand EJ-SMe- hide. The basket sleigh, as its name Tm
N.M.R,
ranpe
28
E.
51
Crooksville, ohio, For sale
- o
Jk
mmN'
'
f
implies, is fitted with a basket, into
ridian, has filed notice of intention to by all Dealers.
which the load is placed, and from
five year prooi to eswouso
Early Days of Clgarmaklng.
the back of the basket a pair of make final
be-- v
described,
one time in the early history of
At
above
land
handles project, to be used in euidlnsr claim to the
country clgarmaklng was an imVnsW.
xx
Commissioner
this
U.S.
the sled on the trail. It often hap
'
pens that a Yukon sled will be fitted at his office in Roy, N. M. on the 23 portant industry in Germany and large
Quantities of German made cigars
with a home-madbasket, in imitation day of June 1914.
to the United States. The first
came
or its more aristocratic brother. In
names as witnesses,
claimant
separate
tabulation of cigar Imports
very cold weather wooden runners are
Kigom, was in 1804, and in that year 4,000,000
Bernardo
V.
Rue
La
best, but in ordinary circumstances J
Leandro Archuleta were brought into the United States,
John Schneider
steel or brass runners are used.
nearly all of them coming from the
Wide World Magazine.
allot Roy. N. M.
Register, West Indies.
Paz Valverde,
NEJ-SWLS-

ec

Wagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty
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It is ordered that a

at Clayton, N. M.
Apr 30 1914.
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BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR.
,
EIGN COUNTRIES

LATE DISPATCHES

IN

D0IN08 AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
:.
OF THE AGE.
.

tVtern Newspaper Union Newt Servio.
WESTERN.

.

'i

The town of Melrose,. N. M., 100
miles east of Albuquerque, was practically wiped out. by fire.
The remaining Mexican Federal prisoners who have ben interned jat Fort
Bliss were transferred to Fort Win-gatN. M.
.
Mine No. 5 of the New River Collieries Company at Eccles, W. Va., was
sealed after 158 of the 172 bodies had
been removed.
'

e,

-

1

-

minTwo hundred and twenty-fiv- e
era employed at Oak. Hill mine No. 2,
in the Clinton field,' north of Terre
Haute, Ind., went on ptrjke because of
the discharge of two drivers.
For beating their mother because
she wanted them to pay board, John
and Joseph Raab of Chicago were each
fined $200 and costs by Judge Caverly.
Their mother displayed ugly bruises,
e
At Chicago John F. Jelke,
manufacturer, was fined
$10;000 and sentenced to two years in
jail'foivconspiracy' to defraud the gov- eminent of taxes, on illicitly .colored;
, ui wuiai gin inc.
Two persons were killed and forty
injured, three probably fatally, at De-troit when two city street cars, both
overloaded with male' passengers en
route to work; crashed together on
Oakland avenue.
,
The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals at Cincinnati ordered a new trial
for Charles A. Sandals and Albert S.
Griffin, Cleveland oil stock promoters,
sentenced to three years each in Jail
for using the mails to defraud.
Over 70,000 barrels of oil have been
lost and the whole line will be tied
up for ten days by the break of the
eight-incmain line of the Gulf Pipe
Liue Company, caused by high water
in the Canadian river at Hanna, Okla.
"I'm mighty glad to get back in the
United States," said Nelson O'Shaugh-nessUnited States charge d'affaires
in Mexico, when he arrived in New
Orleans from Mexico City via Vera
Cruz. His wife and child accompanied
;
him:.
Telegrams.: requesting permissions
to rebuild the tent colony at Ludlow,
Colo., were sent from Indianapolis to
President Wilson and Secretary of
Labor Wilson on the authorization of
the executive board of the United Mine
Workers of America.
Statutory, charges involving a Pater-son- ,
N. J., policeman and a lumberman
entered into the divorce proceedings
Rapp at
of Mme. Schumann-HeinChicago. The charges were made by
William Rapp; Jr., in an answer to the
suit for divorce brought by the' noted
singer.
.
W, A. Warren of Casper, Wyo., after
a fierce fight with three highwaymen
in Kansas City, was relieved, of cash
and jewelry worth $1,100, and checks
and drafts amounting to $61,000. Warren, who is 60 years old, made a pretty
capable fightiDg man, but was overpowered, even after, taking a razor
from one of his assailants. Warren
came to Kansas City with a load of
sheep.
'
,k
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The President nominated John
Floyd King of tha District of Columbia, assistant register of the treasury.
One American and two British subjects have been killed at mines in the
vicinity of Guadalajara.
That all the available marines on
tha ships of the Atlantic fleet are being concentrated at Vera Cruz ,was
indicated in a dispatch from Admiral
Badger given out at the Navy Department.
The United States government forwarded six gold watches and Chains to
the legation at Peking for distribution
among Chinese officers and civilians
in recognition of services in saving the
lives of American citizens in China.
"
American, soldiers, sailors and marines, whether in the United States
or not, may send their letters without
the prepayment of postage to any
place in the domestic mail service by
marking them "Soldier's "letter, "Sailor's letter," or "Marine's letter," and
having them indorsed by their commanding officer, under an order
by the postmaster general.
Orders have gone from the War Department to General Funston authorizing him to extend his lines about
Vera Cruz as far as "in his Judgment
it is necessary."
Instructions to militia organizations
throughput the country covering a possible mobilization of the national
guard were mailed to all militia officers by the War Department.
Sir Lionel Carden, the British ambassador, has been tireless in attending to the interests of Americans, and
has been of great assistance to those
leaving Mexico, is officially reported.
Whije officials in Washlngtbn declined ío discuss the declination by
Richard Olney of the appointment as
governor of the federal reserve board,
it is known they are in search of another New England man to fill th
.

bcjard
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Senator La Foliette told the Senate
he would lay before it '"an organized
conspiracy to control, to compel and
to intimidate the Interstate Commerce
Commission" in the increased freight
rate case that has been pending for
several months.

N.

8llence It Golden.
"A man must know a good deal to

j

be a diplomat."
"Yes, and be able not to tell it."

Average Cost of Growing Cow.
According to investigators in tne

Agricultural Department, the average
net mat nf rfliKlncr a rlnlrV hoifor nna
year old on á Wisconsin ; farm is
heifer ',
$39.52, tind of a
.

"

For Lunatics Only..
learn that the next lunar
eclipse is not visible to those in the
United States.
She I wonder why married people
are not allowed to see it?
He

I

Important t Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and lure remedy for
infants and children, and Bee that it
'

Tlenrn

tha

Signature of

OStífM

in use tror over 30 Yean.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Casteria

two-year-ol-

ÍR1 41

d
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Expect 60,000 When Elks Meet.
DenverNever in the history of

Denver conventions has the early outlook been so promising as now marks
the progress of the preparations for
the session of the grand lodge B. P.
O. Elks scheduled for July
Reservations already have been made
for 2,000 visitors. The "national gathering In July, 1906, brought 20,000 per0
sons to Denver. Of this number
Elks registered . with the local
lodge. This year it is now considered
a certainty that the attendance of
1906 easily will be doubled.
13-1-

18,-00-

Reactionary.
"Pierpont Morgan said that dissolving a trust was like upscrambling an
egg. I'd say that it was more like
ihe young clubman in the taxicab."
The speaker was Thomas W. Law-sothe Boston financier. He went
on:
"A young clubman, putting his hand
out of a taxicab window, said to the
chauffeur:
" 'How much does she register?'
"'Eight dollars and a quarter, sir,'
the chauffeur replied.
"'Well, back her up to a quarter,
please. That's all I've got' "
n,

Cured.

WHOLE SEED MUST BE USED.

Farmers Advised By Grubb ' to, Plant
Potatoes Whole.
Greeley.
"Whole seed must' be
used," Eugene Grubb tells Colorado
growers. "Never cut a potato for
seed. I did not find a successful potato grower in Europe who cut seed,
and the most successful crops from
tne irngatea wesi jasi year were
"

from whole seed.
"Whole seed should be planted fif--.
teen inches apart in the row, because
a larger number of tubers are set per

Tibbita MacGee awoke that morning with such a pain" in the chest that
plant than with cut seed."
he had to use both arms to dress him"For growing seed select' a piece of
self.
ground on which potátoes have' not
By breakfast time it was no better.
been grown for five, years and that.
"I've heard a Turkish bath is good
has been in alfalfa or other. grass, '
for a thing like this," said MacGee. "I
"Get potatoes for planting, on this
'
think I'll take one."
plot that are as frei? from disease as
At McFlumperty & Cohen's Turkish possible,
and true to the Jype of .the
baths he was first laid on an
vnriptv
tombstone and slapped by an expatri"Select potatoes i to 2 inches in
ated Turk until he promised himself diameter.
never to spank his little, son again.
"Plant potatoes in, the. seed,, plot,,
Then he was pushed forcibly into a late, the first ten, days In July."
small room .without doors or windows
fire
to escape by and a
d
C
hOBe'was turned on himuntil the wa- M
ter gave out.
After that he was strung up by the
heels and paddled with t a carpet
beater, to induce circulation.
When circulation had been induced
to the rate of a mile a minute, the enure working force of seven Turks
, nf
r3 i it
seized him and played medicine bail
C- Clidde. T..r Wir
with him for 35 minutes.
Oivatest hill climber: 30 lulled on one gal. (rasolino;
mit of tirón. Metí ami Carteroar
The pain in his chest was gone for- lil.outt mile on one
Colorado, New Mexicoand Wyoming
j

v
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Standing of Western League Clnba.
Distributora for
Won Lost Pet. ever.
Clübs
THE COLORADO CAHTERCAR CO.
Denver
...13 54 .765
offerings
floral
(Many
beautiful
Live
Asenta Wanted. J O (J Bdwy,, Denver
.667
10
St. Joseph .
funeral.)
8
9
distinguished
.529
the
Des Moines
9
8
.529
Sioux City
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
9
9
.500
Topeka
Send usyonr Film for developing. Kxpert
9
10
.474
.
AND
Lincoln
EFFECT
CAUSE
work only. The book of he Brownies free
5
13
.278
Wichita
Food.
Digestion
Follows Right
4
.267 Good
14
Omaha .
Denver Photo Materials Co- ,

Pitcher George Mogridge of the

Min-

neapolis American Association baseball team was released to the. Des
Moines club of the Western League.
Dick Gilbert was given á decision
over "Denver Jack" Geyer at the end
of fifteen rounds of slow fighting a:
the Colorado Athletic Club in Denver.
Twenty California polo ponies will
be .added to the string at Georgian
Court. The ponies have been In use
on the coast all winter and will arrive
at Lakewood, N. J., about the time
the' polo players leave for Long

''.('

Isl-an-

d.

Fultz, president of the
Baseball Players' Fraternity,' at New
York, confirmed a report that Pitcher
George H. (Chief)
Johnson, who
Jumped from organized baseball to the
Federal League, had been expelled
from the players' organization.
r
Interest in the twelfth annual state
interscholastic track and field ' meet
for high school athletes, which will be
held at the University of Colorado, at
Boulder, on Saturday, May 1G, is more
intense than in any previous year.
There is a larger list of, contestants,
more schools will be represented, and
athletes from distant points of the
state will come for the meet,'
David

L.

-

S

Indigestion and the attendant discomforts of mind and body are certain to follow continued use of im'
,
proper food.
Those wlio are still .young and robust' are likely to overlook the fact,
that, as dropping water will wear a
stone away at last, so will the use of
heavy, greasy, rich food, finally cause
loss of appetite and indigestion.
Fortunately many are thoughtful
enough to study themselves and note
the principle of cause arid effect in
their .daily food.' A N. Y. young woman writes her experience thus:
"Sometime ago I had a lot of troutoo
ble from indigestion,' caused
rich food. I got so was unable to
digest scarcely anything, and medicines seemed useless.
"A friend advised me to try Grape-Nut- s
food, praising it highly, and as
a last resort, I tried it. I am thankful
not only reto say that Grape-Nut- s
lieved me of my trouble, but built me
up and strengthened my digestive organs so that I can now eat anything I
desire. But I stick to Grape-Nuts.- "
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
Wellville," In pkgs. "There's a Rea-.' '
son.":
w
Ever read the above lettert A
one appear from time to time. They
are genuine, tnje, and full oí human
,
Interest
.

J

.

(ISaatmnn Koilak Co.) Denver, Colorado

PEELEY;
INSTITUTE

.

J ,U

Cor. eighteenth ano Curtis SjS-- '
,
DENVER, COLO.
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by.. a scientific, course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
(Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered
Motorcycle

Bargains

Used and rebuilt motorcycles,
,We must dell. Guaranteed!
shipped subject to Inspection,
11)0 til fferent machines. Send fol
llht and en tul ok of the Bis X.
Thb Mrau Auto Cycle Co., 14th Bdwy.. Penvci
Western Olstrlhiitorsof Kxeelslor Autocycle
Fkíe with this "adr."
I V F'lin Dkvklowcd
Kodak Suppliet
IIIIRK
Prints Ho to So
IlUUni
Denvel
Chicago Photo Finishing Co.

Inil

Genasco

READY ROOFING

Made of

Trinidad Lake asphalt

the greatest weather - resister
Kleeta used
known. Kant-lea- k
only with Genasco obviate the
use of unsightly cement. Write
.
for circulars and. prices.

.

The Hen drie & Bolthoff MfK. & S. C.
DENVER, COLO.'
1635 ITth St.

THE

Notice for Publication

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
'

'
Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N.' M.
Apr. 8, 1914.
Notice is hereby given thatJame9 A.
Proctor, of Roy, N,M, who on
7
made HE No. .
06232
forSerial
NEJ section 10
1
1
Twp 20 N Rg 26 E
and NW1 Sec
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
to make Final three-yea- r
proof to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U S Com,
missioner at. Boy N. M.
on the 25th day of May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
'22857-01681-

-

Notice For Publication.

j

.

Department of. the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Apr 6

Department jof the' Interior,
Si Land Office,' at Clayton, N. M.
.

XL

1914.

Notice is hereby gi véáv that Philip
A Barnett of Roy NM. who ,on
made HE 012336' Adl 014852 for
SWJ & SEi Sec 11 Twp 19N. Rn's? 26 E.
P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention : to make three year
claim taVthe land
proof,
above described, before, Ú S." Com.

'

;.

Apr. 23 1914.

,;

'

10-28-- 10

F. H. Foster, ;at;his offlce;at'Roy,
N. M., on the 2Íst dáy.'óf May;

Notice'is hereby given that Seth E.
Paxtón,.of Róy, N. M. who on Oct. 15
: Serial Nd. 01709
190.8, made HE,
for SWJ Sec. 9, Twp 20 N Rg 28E
N.M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five Year proof, to estábil sh. claim ,to the land aboye descrir
bed, before U. S. Commissioner F. H.
Foster at his office at Roy, N. M. on
the II, day of June, 1914.

I L

;v nil

.,, ..r
Claimam names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses,
S B Shanon
WHGuthman
Ogden Sr L E Alldredge.
O A Butler
','.; 'Irvin
E W Paxton
'
Fred S Brown
Frank A. Roy
all of Roy, N. M.
;
W Sturgii,
Benjamin
M
wampler
Lil
F D Meffert,
J Floersheim.
Paz Valverde,
all of Roy, N.M.
all of Roy, N, M,
Register
Paz Val verde,
,
Paz Valverde,
'
Register.
"
Register.
1914.

;:

..

,

.

Notice For Publication.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,

at Clayton, N. M,
Apr 14191.
Notice is hereby given that Augustus
M Cushing, of Minonk, 111. heir of
Harvey D. Cushing, Deceased,, of
Roy, N. M who on Nov 22 1907 maqe
HE. Serial No6o8S2 No 214!)5 for SW
Sec. 25, Twp. 20 N, Rng. 27 E. N,M P
Meridian has filed notice of iutention
to make final five year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his office at Roy .. N. M. on
the 25 day of May , 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Richard Reynolds , Zenath Reynolds
'. Wm. G Johnson,
II E Hickles
All of Roy, N, M.
.
Paz Valverde
8
Register.
. U.

S. La'ndOffice

.

Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Apr 23 1914.
April 6 1914,
hereby
given
that Samuel B
is
Notice
Notice is hereby given that John
M
who on
N,
Roy,
W Wilkins, of Mills, N. M. who" on Shannon, of
07175
Adl. No.
made HE No,
3- made HE 96896 No. 07514 for
J,
NEi-NWSec 22
SW1, Section 35 Township 22 North 07776, for
NWi-NW- .
23,
Sa
&
and
Range 26 EM N." M. P. Meridian, has
i,
,
and NWi-SE- J
filed notice of intention to make five SWJ NEJ,
26
19
Range
22
E
year Proof, to establish claim to Sea Township North
filed notice
land above described, before F. fcf. N. M. P. Meridian, has
five year
final
make
to
intention
of
Foster,U. S Commissioner, at Roy
claim
to
the' land
establish
to
proof,
N M. on the 20th day o May, '14,
above described,; before .F H Foster,
"Claimant names as witnesses;
U.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy
John Russell, New Mexico on the 11 day of June,
Jessie Russell
all
of Mills NM 1914.
William DeForce
Claimant names as witnesses,
G R Abernathy, of Roy,N. M.
M N Baker
WHGuthman
t
Paz Valverde,
i
W HBaum
AS Hanson
4- Register.
9
M.
N.
Roy,
of
all
.

'4-1-

6

.

11-5--

Notice F or
M

.

12-6-1- 0,

.

;

.

witnesses-AnicetoGom-

-5

.

.

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton,
the
Department of
Interior,
'
Apr. B3, 1914
.
..
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
hereby
given
is
that Lowell W.
Notice
Apr, 14, 1914.
Seright, of Mills, N.M. who on
Notice is hereby given that Kirby C.
& 4,
HE No 010676. for Lots
pade
Morris, of Mills, N. M. who, on andSJ-NEian- d
NW
sj
Dec, 27 1910 made' HE Serial No.012600
Section" 3, ' Township 22 N. Range
Sec. 15, Twp. 22 K
forNl
26E. N, m. P. ijerldian, has filed notice
Rangé 25 E. N.' M; P,' 'Meridian 'has
of inntion.to,.make final three year
filed notice of intention to. make final
proof, to establish claim tp the land
three year proof, to establish claim to aboye
described, ; before . Hi Foster,
the land above described, before F. H. XL
office at
Commissioner,
Fostc, U.. S. Commissioner,; at his Roy,S. N. M. on the ;.at.his:
day of Juné,
II
office at Roy, N.:M. on the1 5th dayef
N..-M- .

-3

v

.

.

;'' ''

'

''

-

Claimant names as Witnesses i''.v ."'
.Claimant names ás'witnessés:
Goehri,:
Frank O Seright,
Frank
:
C. E. Deátoh
'; Oral O; Dea ton,' Ross W Eaton
Johi Proctor,
'
'
Chas, HWeatberill t Wilfíam H Seitz,
Mill3,'N..M.
Allof
:
.V
0
-"
M
All of Mills, N
'
. Paz Valverde, ,..!
.'
Paz Valverde,'
5
.... Registerr
.1 '.

'

.

.

30

-

lister.

"

Register.

Paz Valverde,

.'..,.

,

Re-Publicati-

For 20 Weeks we will

Give Away One
Edward E. Strauss,

Suit
According to our Suit-Clu- b
Membership costs
Plan.

$1.50 Per. Week, The lucky
number gets a suit each
week.

Notice for Publication

M,
1914.

'

Apr.20
H
Notice is hereby g'ivehthat George
'
M
who, on
Ray, of Roy, N.
made HE 23660 Se 06455011368
Sec
for NEJ Sec 3 & lots 3,4, &
26
E.
Range
19
N.
Twp
2,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described
before Reg & Receiver of U. S . Lán
on the
office at Clayton, N. M.,
,
1914.
8th day of Jane,
- Claimant names as witnesses;
Isaac E Lowe
Barney G Tyler
H Foster
Filetus
Smith
Andrew J
All of Roy, N. M.
.
Paz Valyerd,'
--":
Register
.

i"

Lets see who gets
the first suit.

on

Department of the Interior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N,
:

.

Geo. D. Miller, Agt

Notice for Publication

Department of the.Inte.rior,
.Apr.25 1914.
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
given
that Charles E
hereby
Notice is
.
.
Apr. 16, 1914
who
on
Perry, of Roy, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente A made HE Se. No 09905, for Lots 8 and
Gomez,
ofRoy.NM. 9 Sep. 3 and Lots and 9 ; '
on
HE
made
who
Serial No. Sec4,Twp, 20NRg 27E NlMPi M.
07738 fo?EJ-SE- i.
SWÍSEJ: SEJ-Shas filed notice of intention to make
Sec 18 Twp 19 N, Range 25 E, N M P. Three Year Proof to establish claim to
Meridian, has filed notice of intention thé land above described, before F, H
to make five year proof, to establish Foster, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
claim to the land above described, be- N. Mi on the 12 day of June 1914.
fore WHWillcoxU S Commissionerf
Claimant names as witnesses:
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 6th
R W Boixlware
'
H
Mitchell
J
day of June 1914
C EKidd
Williams
C
F
ez
claimant names as
;
All of Roy, N. M.
Seferino Garcia
Paz Valverde,
Albino Gomez
Estevan Gomez
Register.
23
Alio Roy N M,
Paz Valverde,
Register

-

.

t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N.

JuQe'1914,

i,

NEJ-SW-

.

Notice For Publication

SEJ-NW-

5

v

.

i.

Ni-NE-

J,

Get a $15.00 Suit
For $1.50.

r

SJ-N-

N-M.- P.

.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.
Apr. 17, 1914
Clayton 017736. Notice is hereby given that the
State of New Mexico has applied to
select under the provisions of the Act
of June 20, 1910 and the acts supple
mentary and. amendatory thereto the
following public lands to wit:
List 409 Serial 017738
SWl-SSec. 5,
SEÍ-SW-

Ni-NE-

J,

l

"Wi-SW-

i

Ei

Sec. 7.
Sec. 8, T.

19

N.R.

r

26,

E.

N.M P.M.
Containing 320 acres
The purpose of this notice is to
allow all persons claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
Notice For Publication ; to file obieotion to such selection with
the local officers for the land district
Department Of the 'Interior,
which the land is situated, to wit:
U ' S. Land omce at oania e,iN. ivi. in
Apr. 18 1914. ' at the land office aforesaid and to es
nhlish their interests therein, or the
Notice is hereby given' that AlbiricV
mineral cha acter thereof.
Gomez of., Roy .N.' M. who; on
Paz Valverde.
Ton 25 . 1909. made , HE No. 08604
Register.
'
,
NI, SEJ
for the
To be published in the Spanish- :
Township 19 North,
géction-25M; V. Meridian nas American, published at Roy, ,N. M.
Range 24'
of intention to make final
filed noti-cto
five year proof, to establish claim
't TXT TT
8ound Advice to Mistresses.
perore
vr.xi.
descrioeci
the land aboyé
respect the servants' point of
To
'
at,
WillcoX U. S. Commissioner,
view, to be generous In, our dealings
8 day
his office at.Roy.N. M. on the
with them, explicit in our directions,
:;
1914.
June,
of
and to give them what might be called
Claimant names as ...witnesses: an interested, considerate margin of
;
Jüan Goméz personal freedom and responsibility,
Vicente Gomez
will lead to better service and better
p
Manuel Btcltran Francisco Martinez servants. Whatever is done in conAll of Mills, N.M. .
tradiction to this Is spoiling. Ce
,
Francisco Delgado
Magazine.
" " ' Register,
"

SJ-NÉ-

'.

J,

r

E.-'N.

e

4

m

,

'

1

"

'

-

-

'
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MRS. M'ADOO
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SPANISH-AMEEIOA-

BRIDAL GOWN
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f

g

Nation's Dead
at Arlington

k

Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Bag Blue; have beautiful, cleat
white clothes. Adv.
Cross

Optimism is a good thing when not
overworked.

,y 'l:

Ai::.

r

During the year 1910 in the Jungles
of Africa 93,000 cattle were killed by
snakes and wild beasts.

Wt

s

s

5

AFTER SUFFERING
TWO LONG YEARS

sl p a, generation that
not

.ta

V'

mX-

f

,

Jíl tí'- -'

'

,

. -

í

x

);

3 v áj a

Vegetable
Compound,

S

l

NTvS, J f f lf;;;4fI m

, leave
wife and children
and parents, leave home and its comforts and business and its promises
and endure hardships, suffering and
death ínself that that country may
endure.
j
That there is such a patriotism a
Memorial day spent at Arlington, the
National cemetery near Washington,
is an impressive reminder. For the
men who had that great love and upheld it with their lives lie there in the
last bivouac, unmindful of the flowers
which strew their resting places.
Arlington, never at any time to be
visited without emotions that are felt
by the most Impassive, is doubly a
place for reflection Memorial day.
Twenty thousand men who offered
theijr lives for their country are burled
there, and on each grave on Memorial
day is planted a flag,and at each headstone lies at least one wreath of flowers. Sixteen thousand graves, row on
row in military precision, are ranged
on a great level plateau called "The
Field of the bead," and the dullest
heart Is stirred, the slowest pulse
beats more quickly, at the sight of
those 16,000 little flags fluttering in the

-

Mrs. Aselin Was Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

there is love of country
so x great that men will

jLita

1

knows
war it sometimes is

4

Minneapolis, Minn. "After my little
one was born I was sick with pains in
my sides which the

doctors said were
caused by inflammation. I suffered a

great deal every

(

--

1

.-

breeze.
At the head of each grave is a simple stone bearing the name of the

month and grew very
thin. I was under the
doctor's care for two
long years without
any benefit. Finally
after repeated suggestions to try it we
erot Lvdia 'E. Pink- -

kH$$Y

ham's Vegetable Compound. After taking the third bottle of the Compound I
was able to do my housework and today
I am strong and healthy again. I will
answer letters if anyone wishes to know
about my case. "Mrs. Joseph Aselin,
628 Monroe St,N.E.,Minneapolis,Minn.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Com-

pound, made from native roots and

herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs, and today holds the record of
being the most successful remedy we
know for woman's ills. If you need such
a medicine why don't you try it ?

If you have the slightest doubt

Hi
!
' Eleanor Wilson, youngest daughter oí the president, in the gown she wore
when Bhe was married to Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo May 7 in the
White House. The gown is of ivory white satin and jtrimmed with real old
point lace. The-- bodice Is softly draped with satin which crosses in front and
neck
is brought to a point below the shoulders, back and front The
is finished with folds of tulle. The long mousquetalre sleeves are of tulle.
The lace is gracefully draped over the right shoulder to the left side of the
waist and is fastened with a spray of orange blossoms. The train is three
orange blossoms
and a half yards long. The cap effect bridal wreath with
'
yery
effective.
was
veil
draped
long
and

Sr

vice. Your
í

The Army of
Constipation

i

It

'.
..

LIVER PILLS are
they
responsible
not only give relief
they perma'
nently cure Con
W

iPinrrn'r
JIUIP Wl
1

vlniTTLE
soldier and his number In the Roli of
mm
f
Mil
stipation.
Honor, the roster kept by the war dei
use
partment of those who died in the lions
them for
service of their country. This Roll of Biliousness. fir
Honor bears 250,000 names.
Indigestion, Sick Headache, Sallow Skin.
But not all those who gave up their SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
lives for an ideal have the poor reward
Genuine must bear Signature
of a headstone and a number. Hundreds of bodies, gathered from fields
over which the contending armies
struggled, were never identified. All
of these were laid in one common
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
grave under a massive monument to If you (eel 'odi of sobts' 'bum bowm1 'got tbe blues'
CFTBB from IIDNKY, BLAPDKR, NEBTOCS DISEASES,
"the Unkonwn Dead." On the face CDBONIO
ULCERS, SKIN EHUPTIONS, PILES,
WEACNBSB,
for FREE cloth bound medical book on
write
of the monument is inscribed:
these diseases nd wonderful cubes effected by
mEN.EJÍÍ5E2cLR.E!!EDY N0.1N02N0.3
nd decide for
I
I LI C i9

ir

'A.

i:-- '

Growing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
Tomb of the Unknown Dead.

f"T- -. 7

letter will be opened,

read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence.

Li

1

MISS MARTHA BOWERS

ROBERT TAFT

I

rx-i-rr- !

iff

that Lydia Í3. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will help you, write
to Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co.
(confidential) Lynn,Mass., for ad-

1

,

5

r

7
i

r

-
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BENEATH THIS STONE
Repose the bones of 2,111 unknown
soldiers gathered after the war from
the fields of Bull Run and the route
to the Rappahannock. Their remains
could not be Identified, but their
names and deaths are recorded In the
archives of their country, and its grateful citizens honor them as their noble
army of martyrs. May they rest In
peace.

Not Always So.

,'A- -

y-- ;

"Talk is cheap," said the readymade
philosopher.
'
Mies Martha Bowers, daughter of
"Well," replied the county fair prothe late Lloyd W. Bowers, Is to be
moter,
"that depends on what lecturmarried to Robert Taft, son of former
trying to engage." , '
you
'
er
are
T
President Tafi.

"

nilriArlJN

.

the remedy (or youb own ailment.

yourselfifUH
FREE.

Absolutely

op' circulars. No obligations. Db. LeClkro
Mbo. Co., Hatobstock Rd.. Uammitea, London, mo,
wb wani to pbova tuebapion will cube too.
Mo 'follow
.

I .H
III A PV
ilJUilWll,

DT

A

LOSSES SURELY PREVENTED
& Cuttsr's Blackleg Pills. Low-by-.
priced, fresh, reliable: preferred

Western stockmen because they pro- tsot where other vaccínea fall.
IT. af
Write for booklet and testimonials.
pkge. Blaekleg Pill $1.00
F
pkge. Blackleg Pills 4.00
T
Use any Injector, but Cutter's best.
The superiority of Cutter products la due to oer 19
fears of specializing In vaccine and serums only.
Insist tl Cutter's. If unobtainable, order direct
THE CUTTER LABORATORY. Berksley, California,
mmm

I

rI

ASSAYER ANQ
CHEMIST
Bpeoimen prices: Gold, Sllrer, Lead, II; Gold, Silver, Too; Gold,60o ZlnoorOopper.il. Mailing envel- opes ajd full price list sent on application. Silver
"rosettes" mounted (scarf pins, hat pins, ouff buttons, SW.) LU VILLI, COL. Bel. Carbonate Sat. Bank.

HOWARD E. BURTON

THE

30E

Business Cards

3 C

Everbody Reads

Dr. S. Locke, D D, S.
flit

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Of

THE JOURNAL
Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political par-

ílflfolí

Tucumcari Hospital
Modern

60 cts. A MONTH
BY MAIL

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
HOE

Coil in N.

y

M

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

TUCUMCARI,

:

N.M

:
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Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain!

CZD

X-Ra-

Graduate Nurses.

'

-

Will be in ROY July 12th
to 19th to do your Dental work.

Equipment,

Largest

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

CZZ)

Women Are Independent.
n
Rheta Child I)orr says that the
of Finland share In everything
with the men and are chimney sweepers and hod carriers as well as
clerks and stenographers. She says
that mot of the unmarried women
have money, which they have earned
themselves, and it is almost impossible to find one of them depending on
father or brother.

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.

New Bath Room, and

up-t-

o

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

'

NEAR DEATH

wo-tre-

.

BY SMOTHERING

Bet HnsBand, With Aid of Cardd,
Effects Her Deliverance.
Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, ol
this place, says: "1 suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines patched me up for awhile
but then I would get worse again. Finally, my husband decided he wanted me to
try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
bought me a bottle and 1 began using it.
It did me more good than all the medicines I had taken.
I have induced' many of my friends to
try Cardui, and they all say they have
been benefited by its use. i here never
has been, and never will be. a medicine

TA ICE THE
SPANISH-AMERICA- N

Notice

-

e Weekly in
Northeastern New Mexico
0 est
jj

keep my 4 Standard
Bred Trotting and Pacing
Stallions for service at the
Frank Sheltren farm two
miles northwest of Roy, N.M,
after April 10, 1914.
J. M. George.
I will

1I-T--

$1.50 PER YEAR
We Do All Kinds of

ORIC

F.

to compare with Cardui. I believe it is
a good medicine for all womanly troa-bles."

For over 50 years, Cardui has been relieving woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength.
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial.
It should surely help you, as it has a
million others.
Get a bottle of Cardui

to-da-

y.

B urban k Seed Potatoes 4c per
b. in 103 lb. lots $3.75 Goodman

SUCH AS
Letter Heads, Envelopes, Statements, Dodgers, Invitations,
Business Cards, Announcements,

Vacant School Land in Mora
County

: Calling Cards, Legal Blanks,

The following is a list of the
vacant school sections in the
above county on
nary' 1st,
1914, which are subject to lease
for grazing or agricultural pur
poses..
.
Blank applications or further
information in regard to the rent- 1
; i

X

' 1

4u

r

al price will be furnished up..n
request to Commissioner of
Public Lands, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
Sec, Tp, Rg. Sec. Tp. Rg
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Composed
Materials.

of only

Pure

'

Our prices are Right.

Floersheim Merc. Co.
ROY
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"

SPRINGER.
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Now is the time to Paint
your Buildings.
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Is known by experts to be
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BRING US YOUR WORK
:
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ROY, N. M.
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A. L.
Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
Hunting Licenses Executed
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
a
his own property or elsewhere.

26

"
"

"

"..

22
25

"

Book

and all Classes of Fancy
Printing

Writt to: Chattanooga

Medicino Co., Ladies'
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Stecial
a
book, "Home
Instructions on your case ar
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. 126

Programs,

,

For Tired Feet.
Nothing helps tired feet mere than
regular rubbing with vaseline or some
other pure fat. Mutton tallow is very
good and agrees with' every skin. Soldiers grease their feet every night
when on the march. An ounce of flexible collodion and 30 grains of salicylic
acid is an effectual corn cure, but
must not be alowed to touch the healthy flesh.

True Wealth.
There is no wealth but life, includv
ing all its powers of love, of joy and

of admiration. That country is the
riches which nourishes the" greatest
number of noble and happy human
beings; that man is the richest who,
having perfected the functions of his
own life to the utmost, has also the
widest helpful influence. Ruskin.
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Maldng Tomorrow's
Worid
By WALTER WILLIAMS, LL.D.
(JDtan
School
of iht

afoarnaliim of tht Unttcnttt) of MimoarO

SOCIALISM

IN

Melbourne, AusOn the
tralia.
first pages of the
morning newsp-

apers

in

Mel-

which
bourne
newspapers follow

the conserva-

tive British cusof excluding
'
J tom
news from first
may be
pages
seen an advertisement
with
this opening sentence:
"We will relieve you of the
worries of managing your own
affairs.:'
It is not, as
might be expected, an advertisement of the policy and
practise of an Australian government
nor even of the advanced socialistic
element in the Labor party. It is the
business announcement of a company
which acts as trustee, attorney and
agent. It does represent, however,
political
the drift of Australian
thought, as shown in vote, party platform and legislative enactment. For
Australia is seeking to relieve the individual from the worries of. managing his own affairs and turn this management over to the state or commonwealth government. That govern
ment, apparently, is regarded best
which 'governs most.
Paternalism of the State.
To enumerate the enterprises in
which the government of the commonwealth or of one or more of the
Australian states has engaged, would
be to supply a long catalogue. Private contract between employer and
employe has been abolished as far
as it affects a minimum wage. Arbitration of industrial differences has
been made compulsory. Collective
bargaining by labor has been established by statute. The trades union
has been given preference. The right
of society as a whole to interfere in
private business has been recognized
in the fundamental law.
In another direction, the right of
the state, representing society as a
whole, to engage in business of any
kind is unquestioned. The railways
are nationalized. Excepting a' few
miles of private lines run to coal
mines or factories, all the Australian
railways are owned and operated by
the state. The same is true of many
of the tramcar or street railway systems. The state of New South Wales,
for example, owns and operates the
Btreet car system of Sydney, its chief
city. If the state of Missouri owned
and operated the street car system of
St Louis or the state of Illinois the
street car system of Chicago, the case
would be a parallel one. The teled
graph and telephone lines are
and Btate operated. The state
jends money to farmers who wish to
buy land or stock farms. It builds
houses for workingmen to purchase
on easy terms or rent. It aids miners
in prospecting for and developing
mineral properties. It gives bounties
and subsidies to manufacturers. It
operates nurseries which supply trees
and shrubs without cost. It owns and
operates irrigation works,
plants, abattoirs,
works and engages in many other enterprises ordinarily left to the initiative of private interests. The Australian may borrow money from the
.
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state-owne-
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brick-makin- g

meat-freezin- g

OUR TIME

state to buy a farm and stock it with

sheep or cattle, he may ship his produce to the state market over a state
railway, have it slaughtered by state
butchers, direct Its sale by state telegraph, learn the , results through a
state telephone, as he sits in a state
concert hall listening to an organ recital by a Btate organist. And the
end is not yet. '
Low Telegraph and Telephone Rates.
As to some enterprises In which
the Australian state has engaged there
is little or no difference of opinion.
The telephone and telegraph service
are regarded as properly in the hands
of the government. The cheapness of
this service, .. its comprehensiveness
and excellence have commended it
One. may send, for a shilling (24
cents), 16 words by telegraph as far
as from New York to San Francisco,
while for a penny (2 cents) one may
talk five minutes through a public
telephone from the street corners In
the larger cities within the radius
of the city, or suburban service. Few
would change the telegraph or telephone to private monopoly. Government aid to tins settlement of land,
to immigration, to the development of
the "back blocks" or new country is
generally approved by leaders of all
parties.
As to the wisdom of complete nationalization of railways there is considerable dispute, though the opponents of nationalization are apparently
in a small minority. There are sug
gestions that private capital be encouraged by grants of land or other
bonuses to build lines of railway in
the vast interior of Australia where
the states have as yet been unwilling
or unable to do so. 'Another suggestion is made that the state' owned
railways be, as in India, leased, under
suitable restrictions, for operation to
private companies. But neither suggestion has any considerable political
support. The railway service is crude,
its finances are muddled and it has
followed in the development of the
country, rather than, as in the United
States, preceded and" brought about
this development The "back blocks"
have not as many votes as the suburbs of Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne or the city, wards.
Socialism Partially in Force.
in
"Socialists and
Australia," said W. M. Hughes, labor
member of parliament and former attorney general, "have the most extraordinary ideas of what socialism
really is. It is not something to te
brought about by act oí parliament
or by vote. It Is a growth Just as a
boy grows into a man. Socialism will
come in Australia but by slow growth.
Complete collectivism, when we get
that far, will appear the most ordinary,
natural and inevitable thing in the
world for those who live under it.
Many will think it a perfect system
and others will object to it, but by all
it will be regarded as perfectly
natural. Socialism, which, as I understand it, means the substitution of
for competition, will regradually but
individualism
place
surely because it is the fittest to survive. The belief that socialism can
be achieved by any coup, violent or
peaceful, can only be entertained by
those who fail utterly to understand
not only what socialism is but what
those factors which make for change
are. The Lambeth conference committee wisely concluded that 'any system of social reconstruction may be
called socialism, which, aims at unit
Anti-Socialis-

ts

N.

ing labor and the Instruments of la
bor (land and capital) whether by
means of the Btate or the
of the poor.' Modern socialism is
here; less robust, less complex, less
comprehensive, than it will be in the
years to come, but it Is here. Just as
a boy is less robust than a man, and.
in the sense that a boy is not a man
socialism is not here now and, in the
sense that a boy is a man, socialism
is here in Australia now."
All Parties Socialistic.
As to the progress toward a largei
socialism, "it is our policy," said the
secretary of the Sydney ' labor council, "to hold what we possess ánd
strive for more. What the Sydney
working people, for example, want
just now is house room at a moderate
rental and this can be secured only
by the government building cottages
wherever the workman may wish."
And A. W. Pearse, editor of the Pas
toral Review, able
said,
a few minutes afterward: "The state
should assist rural laborers to procure
small areas in rural districts, where
they can marry and rear families
close to their daily work. They would
soon lose their socialistic inclinations." And the liberal prime minister
of the commonwealth, Joseph Cook,
remarked:
"The pictures drawn ol
socialism would be beautiful if it were
not for the black blotches on them.
Against that kind of socialism the
liberals are united." These expres
sions of opinion from persons of widely divergent political beliefs show the
existence of socialistic sentiment in
all parties in Australia. Between them
it is merely a question of degree.
And what are the results? General
ization is dangerous. Certain results,
however, are apparent. The working
day of long hours is passing away.
There Is less work and more play in
Australia than in any other civilized
country. Private capital which finds
better returns elsewhere does not rush
to the
Individual
Initiative Is not so keen. The average
Australian leans against the wall or
the fence or the. lamp post. In ma
terial affairs he leans on the govern
ment. The chief end of life to him
Is not business, but the chief end of
business Is life. Governments are Instituted among men, according to his
view, not to preserve order and permit individual effort, but to give high
rates of wages and establish holidays.
.There is much idealism in the growing socialism' of Australia but more
materialism. It aims at larger leisure
and greater pleasure.
Play First, Then Work.
"Will you describe the Australian
as developing under, your moderate socialism?" I asked a distinguished colonial author. "In. what respect does
he differ from his conservative British ancestors?"
"I will not do that," was the reply,
"but I will tell you a story. An Englishman, discussing Australia, told of
a young official In his business house
who was efficient and ambitious. This
official aspired to be the head of the
firm one day and allowed no other
idea to engage his thoughts. It
chanced that he was sent to Sydney,
Australia, to a position of responsibility for his firm. He returned after
five years. His outlook on life had
entirely changed. As regards work
he was as efficient, as quick, as reliable. But his chief Ideal now was to
enjoy life; the headship of the firm
took second place to that He had
acquired the Australian viewpoint."
The story illustrates the Australian's attitude toward work and
play play first. And, under even
socialism,
the tendency
moderate
among Australians is to let the government do all the work we'll go
play. He seeks socialism in our time
with the hope and fond expectation
that it will relieve from the worry and
work of managing his own affairs. The
Insist that with socialism in full measure attained in Australia, the Australian commonwealth
and citizen will have no affairs to
manage.
(Copyright, 1914, by Joseph B. Bowie.)
,
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RETURN TO CHOCOLATE
AGAIN

FAVORITE BEVERAGE FOR
AFTERNOON TEA8.

Better Than Coffee, and Women Have
Grown a Little Tired of TeaMay
Be 8erved With Wheat Biscuit or Muffins.
Ten or a dozen years ago chocolate'
served with a dash of whipped cream
was the great American beverage as
far as afternoon teas, receptions and
bridge parties were concerned. Everybody served chocolate and in a
round of afternoon calls one might
partake of half a dozen hospitable
cupfuls of the inevitable
the chocolate
varying from a rich, thick brown mixture suggesting the Mexican chocolate
beaten with a wooden spoon to a thin
concoction made of prepared cocoa '
and hot water.
Women became a bit tired of the
eternal chocolate after a while and
also found that it was fattening. Then
afternoon tea with lemon, or a dash
of rum, became the fashionable afternoon drink. For the last few jltears,
since every housekeeper has yearned
to possess one of the fascinating copper percolators that have such a cozy
hum next best to the song of a kettle on the hearth coffee has been
the beverage served in the late afternoon. But coffee, with sugar, cream
and sweet cakes, is quite as fattening
as chocolate, and not nearly so nourishing. In fact, a good many women
havebeen realizing lately that their
"nerves" and attendant depression
and irrltablenesfl with children and
servants may be blamed on the strong
coffee and sweet cakes taken almost
every day just before dinner time.
Chocolate, served with crisp, whole
wheat biscuit, or buttered muffins, is
becoming more and more popular, and!
attractive new chocolate sets are appearing In the china departments.
chocolate-and-whipped-crea-

Delicious Small Cakes.
Life is too hard to make lady fingers
these busy days. The recipes are very
like sponge and angel cakes, only beaten for one or two hours, then put
through a forcer. Use sponge cake or
cream sponge cake. Sprinkle lightly
with powdered sugar, bake and put

together with sirup, just ready to
harden, fondant or icings. Darky fingers are made from chocolate or dark
marble-cakbatter. Tiny cream-puf- f
shells, with berr'.iJ or peaches, and
whipped-creafilling, peanuts, cocoa-nu- t,
almond or plain cookies, cut in
long, narrow strips or fancy, are very
satisfactory. For rich cakes use pound,
gold, sunshine or angel cake, bake in
individual fancy tins, ice and decorate.
Tou can cut these cakes in squares.
rounds or diamonds. With skewers,
dip each piece in frosting. Have mo
cha, chocolate, pistachio, almond, rose.
vanilla, and a cherry or nut on top.
Slice one or one and a half inches
thick, very evenly!
e

Fried Chicken, Georgia Style.
a young chicken; season
with salt and pepper; dip In beaten egg
and cracker crumbs. Have in frying
Dan butter and pork drippings good
and hot. Fry chicken slowly until ten
der; brown well on both sides. Place
Stir into
chicken in covered dish.
strvv left a large tablespoo'nful of
flour; have it smdotb; add one cup
sweet cream, season with salt and pepper and boll up. Pour over chicken.
Serve hot1
Cut up

Shrimps. on Toast
Toast the required number of slices,
make a cream sauce of one pint of
milk thickened and seasoned with butter, pepper and salt. Just beforó com
ing to table drop a can of shrimps in
sauce. I always put my shrimps to
soak in cold water for 15 minutes, as
this hardens them. This make a nica
luncheon to serve in a hurry.
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Roy Telephone Company
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President.

C, L. JUSTICE,
Dr. F. B.EVANS.
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Taylor, Mgr.

The Roy Trust & Savings Bank,

at same

Do your business by phone and get your answer

On Certificates of Deposit, we pay 4 per
cent for 3, 4 or 5 months, 5 per cent for 6,
9 or 12 months. A Certificate of DeDosit
combines convenience, safety and profit, making an ideal investment. These Certificates
are payable on demand and negotiable at any
time.

time and save telegraphic delays.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.
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Local Busines
$2.50 per m
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Desert Claims

Cutting of Timber on
Homesteads
The commiosioner of the General
Land Office has issued the following
instructions in regard to the cutling'
of timber on homesteads;
Homestead claimants who have
made bona flde settlemeuts upon public land, and who are living upon, cultivating, and improving the samein
occordance with law and the rules and
regulations of this department, with
the ineention of acquiring title thereto
are permitted to cut and remove, or
cause to be cut and removed, from the
partion thereof being cleared for cultivation,' so much timber as is actually necessary for that purpose, or for
buidings, fences, and othed improvements on the land edtered.
In clearing for cultivation, should
there be a surplus of timber over what
s needed for the purposes specified
sbove, the entrymau may sell or dispose of such surplus; but it is not allowable to demlde the land of its tim
ber for the purpose of sale or speculation before the title has been conveyeü
to him by patent.
It is not permissible to cut timber
for sale, even when the money procured therefrom is tobe used forimprove-in- g
or cultivating the land or supporting the claimant or his family:

The Commissioner of the General
Land Office has issued recent supplemental instructions in regard to
desert land entries, requiring all applicants at the time of filing their
desert land declaration to also file plans
describing in detail the source of
water supply, character of irrigation
works constructed, in course of construction, or proposed to be constructed, that is, reservoirs for storage,
canals, flumes or other methods by
which water is to be conveyed to the
land; or if by diversion, the nature of
the flow " of streams or springs,
whether perenially flowing or intermittent. It must be shown whether
the irrigation works are by an irrigation district, a corporation, an association or by the applicant himself
If
the works have not been constructed
a general statement as to the proposed plan, whether surveys and investigations ha ve been made, and by whem
to demonstrate the existance of a
sufficient water supply.
If irrigation
by
is to be
artesian wells or pumping
from underground sourves, evidence
must be submitted as to the existence
of such water supply. In this connection a specified showing must be
rriade as to the elevation of the land,
character of the soil and to what point
upon the tract the ditch or lateral is
to be extended, The Map required to
be filed must be sufficiently definite to
show a practicable and feasible plan
for conducting, water, to the land to be

A Careful, Conservative, Legitimate, general
banking business conducted.

--

Servings Ba.nk,
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Most of Them Do.
genealogist is looking up

that
"So a
politician's family tree." "I dare say
the kind hk; patron would prefer
would be a plum tree." Baltimore
Ar
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Quality Groceries

.

T

itileal wocery
T7

Sells everything good to
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The proposition of 6 per cent
Loans obtainable with' special
privileges and on reasonable
terms to remove incumbrance
rom real estate; or to improve
and buy farm, orchard and city
property, may be had by acldres
sing Dcp. R. E.1527Busch BPg.
Dallas, Texas

Roy Trust and

The

1
r
l
loans on iarms, orcnaru
lands, city resident or usiness
irrigated, 7
property, to buy, build, improve,
extend or refund mortgages or
other securities, terms reasonable, special privileges, Correspondence invited. Commonwealth Securities Loan Company
R 767 Gas'& Electric Bldg., Den-er- ,
Colorado. 749 Henry Bldg..
eattle, Washington.

i

70

Directors.

Deposit it when you have a surplus, with

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Attorney.

Money

on the North

Local Residence
$1.50 'per mo.

.

IGNACIO MAESTÁS.

W. H. FUQUA,

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
x

Cashieb,

eat. Our prices are
always right.

.

A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery
f

(Copyright,

by McC'.uro

ítock.

F. A. ROY, Manager.

Syndicate.)

Much Money Spenf for Samples.
dome of the la'rgér dry goods houses
of this country are said to expend annually as much as $100,000 in the
preparation of samples, which are sent
to their patrons throughout the country from which to make selections of
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